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The Supramental 1s a truth and its advent is in the very nature of \
things inevitable ...

I believe the descent of this Truth openmg the way to a development of
divine consciousness here to be the final sense of the earth evolution.

SRI AUROBINDO
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AUGUST 15

K. D. Setha
On August 15 it will be eighty years smce Sn Aurobindo was born.

Out of these eighty years, seventy-eight made up his life in the physical
sense. But the physical sense cannot limit Sri Aurobindo. Has he not
said that he will remam 111 the earth-atmosphere, a dynamic personal
presence till he consummates the work for which he came?

Memorable, therefore, is the day of his coming: it has
brought the hope of a new birth for all human life. That new
birth Sr1 Aurobndo exemphfied m hus own spritual realsat1on
when he was in the body. Beyond the visions and forces that
play 111 the ord111ary hfe of man he plunged-not to the demal
of them but to their prmme forms, their pure types from which they
have departed m then usual functionings. 'This deep where his conscious
ness dwelt 1s not some solitude where no brds smg. It is the plenary
plane from which, we ,might symbolically say, all bird-song has derived
to keep us aware of some supreme harmony in which life is an ever-new
discovery of the Divine's endless potentialities.

That 1s the special character of Sn Aurobindo's spiritual poise. His
the luminous centre from which all things radiate, but with which the
manifest world has lost direct connection. Indirect connection there
always 1s: without 1t there would be no cosmos, no creative urge, no
passion for a more abundant. more illum111ed life Faint, however, are
the golden gleams that show on the surface where we exist. Sri Aurobindo
sought the source of these gleams, followed them through a Yog1c d1scipl111e
to the parent Sun of Truth and identified himself with that fiery heart of
being. And he not only went towards 1t wth an absolute self-offering
and found 1t to be his own hidden Actualty but, havng reached 1t, turned
lus face back to the pomt he had started from, so that 111 him the Super
con::.c10u5 grew one with the consc10us, and the depth looked out through
wide-open eyes to guude us with a full understandmg of our needs, a
complete grasp over the complext1es of normal existence.

In other word:,, Sn Aurobmdo was a mighty synthesis of 1.he sp1ntual
and the secular, the troubles of time were his concern no less than the
raptures of etermty-he was bent on evokmg m all the fields of human
activity tho Truth-lght and the Truth-force of the Dvme and on
subjecting the myriad issues of those fields to a selective and transforma
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tuve process. 'Thus all that 1s really progressive 1s to be retamed-"human
to the red-ripe of the heart"-but saved from wastefully zigzagging and
from the slowness wth which nature carries on her evolution, even when
intelligence is added to instmct. The savmg is to be done precisely by
callmg mto operat10n the supra-intellectual light which Sri Aurobindo has
termed Supermmd, the Consciousness which does not have to seek for
truth but possesses 1t and has only to bring it forth mn the forms of nature
according to the poss1blt1es.

The presence of the infimte Supermind that holds in a perfect harmony
the chvme secrets it has evoked from the ineffable Transcendence which
is its own background-bemg and within which they he for ever implicit
this presence is the very breath of the Ashram m Pond1cherry where
Sri Aurobmndo is at all moments a Power from behmd the visible scene}
compamonmg the visible Love and Wisdom that guides and re-creates
hus disciples. that radiant co-worker of hs, whom they call the Mother.

Sri Aurohindo

What wods can sing Thy praise,
0 Lord supreme!

Thy Grace alone shall raise
To Truth the dream.

Thy Love was absolute
For humanity,

Thy life a passion-flute
Of Etermty.

World-suflermgs were Thme
And bleedmg wounds,

And bites Thou bor'st w1thin
Of dark Hell-hounds.

As holds the sea unstrred
The waves that pass,

As shadows leave unmarred
The tranquil glass-

So pam and sorrow's flame
Could touch Thee not,

0 Master of cosmic game
Beyond all thought.

A secrecy's veil 1s drawn
Across Thy deeds

Till sprmgs the Golden Dawn
From Thy Laght-seeds

Thou hast set Thy Loye's cm:n ::,eal
Iu our bemg's core.

We bow to Thy granous Will
For evermore.

PRITHWI SINGH
2



PACES FROM A JOURNAL

THE EARLY CONVERSATIONS OF SRI AUROBINDO

Compi]t>tl from tlu· Notes of Anilbaran Roy

INTRODUCTION

Beforc Su Aurobmdo went mto seclusion m order to carry on a yog1c
spiritual aeon by whuch he could prepare conditions in eath-fe suitable
for cstabhshmg the Supermmd, he used to have regularly long conversatons
wth hs deserples. Durmng these conversations a number of subjects were
chscussed-Sn Aurobindo wa<; asked questions on almost everythmg under
the sun. According to hs old disciples, hs eluedaton of the var1ous pro
blems put before hmm, whether of human hfe and thought, or of the practice
of Yoga and of the play o± spintual and occult forces beyond the ken of the
normal human mntelhgene, always revealed the same high wisdom
and spintual enlightenment that is apparent in his written works He was
to them not only a Master of Yoga but a 11sh1, a seer-phlosophe 1 posses
Gron of the highest knowledge"the spectator of all Tmme and all Eastence"
who saw all, knew all, and answered all.

Exact verbatun reports of all talks were not taken down, but some of
the chsciples used to keep notes. Amlbaran Roy, a well-known figme 111

the political sphere at the 1.lme who had settled down at PondichErry to
practise Yoga under Sn Aurobmdo, used to wnte down, after the conver
sat10ns wei e over, most of the thmgs that had been discussed. He has kmdly
grven hrs notes for pubhcaton, for which we acknowledge
our mdebteclness to him They are very well wit(en and arranged and
should be valuable to students of Aurobmdon1an ltenature, to spurtual
seekers, as well as to the general reader, for they cover a very wide field
and throw light on a variety of subjects It is true that Sn Aurobindo
later changed his views on some matters to a certam extent, not so much m
their fundamental truth as 111 their apphcat10n to life amidst the fast-chang
mng condrtons of the world, also, as his mastery over the world-forces mn
creased, he was led to alter some of his views with regard to the workm.g of
the Higher Power m the earth-consc10usness. Nevertheless, the funda
men1 al truths he had prev10usly expressed he did not reject but mcorporated
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them mn a larger and more complex muty
Most of the time Sri Aurobmndo speaks out directly to us lrom the

pages of ths journal, but at certain places, whenever Amlbaran Roy 1s un
able to recapitulate the exact words of his Master, he gives us the ideas ex
pounded m his own words. No doubt, at some places what 1s wniten may
not capture the correct tone of Sn Aurobmdo's exposit10n ,md bring out the
precise shade of meaning, or agam it may fal to etch the right turn of
phrase and the immaculateness of the express10n, maLng the philosophical
formulation suffer stylistically to some extent, but on the whole the Journal
does justice to the informal discourses Sn Aurobmdo used to give to his,
disciples before he went mto seclusion, and defiutely succeeds in recreating
the atmosphere of that period-an atmosphere of erudit10n and spiritual
enlightenment, of friendship and good humour, of love and gooclw1ll, an
atmosphere that can only be possible among men who hve together m
brotherhood for the pursuut of a hgh spmutual 1deal and look up to then
God-realised leader to give them light and reahsal1011.

"Synergst.
* k k

15th August seems to have many spiritual associations. In 1926 there
was a discuss1on about the spiritual significance of tlus date, and Sr Auro
bindo made some very interesting remarks As today also happens to be
the 15th of August, the day Sri Aurobindo was born, we are begmnmg the
publication of Amlbaran Roy's Journal with th1<; particular conversat10n.

Whilst the disciples were sIttmg around Sri Aurobmdo for then usual
evening conversat10n on 30th August 1 1926, Am1lbaran remarked, "Today
is Sri Krishna's birthday-it 1s Janmastham day." On hearmg ths K
turned to Sri Aurobmdo and said, "Do you know, one year Janmasiham1
fe]l on 15th August?"

Sri Aurobmdo replied, '15th August has a spec1al sugmficance1t 1s the
day of the Assumption of Vrgn Mary; it implies that the physical nature
is raised to the divme Nature Virgm Mary refers to Nature, Jesus 1s the
divine soul born m man-he is the son of God as well as the son of
man."

About three weeks before this conversation took place, on the 5th to be
exaet, Sri Aurobindo spoke on mnd, philosophy, and spritual experience.
Amlbaran, who was at one tune a professor of philosophy, came out with
the remark: "If I am not mistaken, I thmk at one place Hegel says that
Bemng is equivalent to Non-Bemg."

"How did Hegel know that? Did he have any experience of Bemng?
How is Being eqmvalent to Non-Bemg?" asked Sri Aurobmdo.

"Being is mere existence."
"Agamn you say 'mere'; etymologically, 'mere' refers to somethmg
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PAGES FROM A JOURNAL

whuch 1s not mixed wth anything else. Bemg 1s very true and existent
only, 1t 1s free horn the lower forms. One must have experience to under
stand the reality of Bemg.

"Philosophy 1s only a play of phrases and mental ideas-a mental gym
nastic without any reference to experience. Spiritual knowledge is as
much mpossble without experience as scientfic knowledge.

"Indian philosophy also 1s smmlarly mental and mtellectual; but there
1s thus dnflerence that 1t takes some of the expenenced truths stated 111 the

A Upam1shads and tr1es to establish them by ratoemnaton-by the exercise of
1ea-on. 'The Upanishads are not philosophy; they only present truths in
vau 1ous a-pets as they have been directly experienced by spiritual seers.
II we regad the Upanishads as philosophy, they will appenr very crude and
confused.

Shankara mght have had some experience of the Brahman lumself,
but hs plulosophy 1s only an attempt to estabhsh that truth by the help of
reasonmg and argument."

On 16th July, Sn Aurobmdo again spoke m the same vem, but this time
the conver,at10n took a more personal turn and he said many things about
hs own development. Apropos of Sankhya and Vedanta holdmg different
metaphysical positions regarding Purusha and Prc1knh he remarked:
"Sankhya says that Nature somehow begmns movement, and Purusha con
sents to reflect that movement, and the world-play goes on. Then Purusha
ceases to give his consent, and Prakr1ti loses its movement, and the Purusha
ic; hberaled. But how does Prakrtu begin 111 the first place, and what hap
pens after the hberaton of the Purusha? All these metaphysical deter
mmat1onus ae arbitrary.

"Then agam, Sankhya says that Purushas are many, while Vedanta
says that there is only one Purusha. Now which is, true? These meta
physical doctrmes only express half-truths. I for myself have had experi
ence of many Purushas as well as of One Purusha ....What I can say 101-

there 1s the Infinite, and there should be an upward endeavour to reach it
As one rses, one enters mnto different levels of experience. Philosophy is
of little help m getting true knowledge, which must come from experience
and actual reali~,at10n. Ii serves as a mental exercise-it makes the mind
supple and clear, 1t gives ideas to the mind that there is something higher
than itself lo wluch ·1t should aspire; thus 1t serves as a sort of springmng
board.

"At a certamn stage of my sadhana I experienced all intellectual truths
to he false. Then I came to know that they were incomplete truths. Now
I am rn a posit1011 to put these truths m their proper place. I have written
many tlungs befo1e which I must reject or revise now If at present
I have to write out all the truths I have experienced, it w1ll1 be necessary to
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write a hundred Aryas for a hundred years. But I am not gomg to do that;
I only wrte what will be of immediate, use."

On 1st September, at the end the talk turned to ascetics. Sri Auro
bmndo remarked, "These ascetics got glimpses of the nature of Divine Cons
ciousness, but did not know how to brmg that down to life-hence they
forsook the life of the world. It is very easy to become a Sannyas1.

"I entered the Brahman Consc10usness, m three days, but for the Supra
mental it took a decade. There are many forms of the Brahman conscious
ness-the Shanti form, the Ananda form, etc. All the movements of the
world appear to be mere names and forms-there 1s no movement of the
vital, the mmd is abolshed and there is perfect peace and ananda; one can
remam eternally there without carmg for anythmg else.

"I came out as I got the command from above."

To be continued
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THE INNER TEST

A Letter To An Aspirant

Don't Judge on appearances and do not listen to what people say,
because these two things are misleading. . .

There 1s in the Ashram no exterior discipline and no vsble test. But
the mner test is severe and constant, one must be very smcere in the
asp1ration to surmount all egoism and to conquer all vanity m erder to
be able to stay. A complete surrender is not outwardly exacted but 1t
is mdispensable for those who wish to stick on, and many thmgs come to
test the sincerity of this surrender. However, the Grace and the help
are always there for those who aspire for them and their power 1s limitless
when received wth faith and confidence.

November 1948 THE MOTHER
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THOUGHTS AND GLrnlPSES
(NEW SERIES)
Sri Aurobindo

Who knows the begmnmg of thmgs or what mmnd has ever embraced
their end? When we have said a begmnmg, do we not behold spreadmg
out beyond it all the etermty of Time when that which has begun was not.
So also when we imagine an end our vis10n becomes wise of endless space
stretchmg out beyond the termm,us we have fixed. Do even forms begin and
end? Or does eternal Form only chsappear from one of its canvases?

* *
The experiment of human life on an eath is not now for the first time

enacted. It has been conducted a million tunes before and the long drama
will agam a million times be repeated. In all that we do now, our dreams
our discoven€s, our swift or difficult attamments we profit subsconscously
by the experience of mnumerable precursor:;, and our labour will be fecund
in planets unknown to us and m worlds yet uncreated The plan, the pen
peteia, the denouement differ contmually, yet are always governed by the
convent10ns of an eternal Art. God, Man, Nature are the three perpetual
symbols.

The idea of eternal recurrence affects with a shudder of alarm the mmd
entrenched m the mmute, the hour, the years, the centuries, all the fimte's
unreal defences. But the strong soul consc,ous of its own immortal stuff
and the 1exhaustible ocean of 1ts ever-flowmg energies is se1zed by 1t with
the thnll of an 1conceivable 1apture It hears behind the thought the
childlike laughter and ecstasy of the Infinite.

God, Man, Nature, what are these thre,c? Whence flow their diver
gences? To what meffable unton advances the ever-mncreasmg sum of the1r
contacts? Let us look beyond the hours and moments, let us tear down the
hedge of the years and the concept-wall of centunes and millenmums and
break out beyond the limits of our p11son-houce. For all thmgs seek to
concentrate our view on the temporal interests conceptions and realsat1ons
of our humamty vVe have to look beyond them to know that which they
s1 ve and rep1esent. Nothmg in the would can be undesood by 1tsclf, but
only by that whch 1s beyond 1t II we wouil know all, we must tu1n our
gaze to that which is beyond all Thal beg hown all elc 1s comprehended

A begmnmgless and endless eternny 2nd mfimty m which divisible
Time and Space manage to subs1st s the 1ould of ostence They sue

From old wtngs
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THOUGHTS AND GLIMPSES

ceed m subsisting because they are upheld by God's view of Hnnself 111

thmgs
God is all existence Existence is a representat10n of meffable Bemg

Bemng 1s nether eternal nor temporary, nether mfinute nor lmuted, neither
one nor many, 1t 1s nothg that any word of our speech can descr1be nor
any thought of our mentality can conceive The word existence unduly
limits it, etermty and mfimty are too petty conceptions, the term Bemg 1s
an X representing not an unknown but an unknowable value All values
proceed from the Brahman, but 1t 1s itself beyond all values

This existence 1s an incalculable Fact m wh1ch all poss1ble opposites
meet, 1ts opposites are m truth identities.

It is neither one nor many and yet both one and many. Numberless
ness mcreases m it and extends tall 1t reaches unuty, unuty broken cannot
stop short of numberlessness

It 1s nether personal nor impersonal and yet at once personal and im
personal Personality is a fict10n of the impersonal, nnpersonahty the mask
of a Person That impersonal Brahman was all the time a world-transcend
ent Personalty and umversal Person, is the truth of thmgs as 1t 1s repre
sented by life and consciousness "I am" 1s the eternal assertion. Analytic
ihmght gets nd of the I, but the Am remam:, and brmgs it back Mate
ralsm changes "I am" mto "It Is", and when 1t has done so, has changed
nothing The NIhhst gets r1d of both Am and Is only to find them wantmng
for hmm beyond on either sde of hs negation

When we examme the Infimte and the Fmite, Form and the Formless,
the Silence and the Activity, our oppos1tons are equally baffied Try how
ever hard we will, God wll not allow us to exclude any of them from His
fathomless umversahty He carries all Himself with Hnn mto every
transcendence

*
All this 1s Infimty grasped by the Fm1te and the Fmute lved by the In

fin1te
The fimte 1 a transience or a recurrence m the mfimte, therefore Jn

fi111ty alone 1s utterly real But smce that Real casts always this shadow
of itself and since 1t 1s by the finite that its reality becomes conceivable, wc
must suppose that the phenomenon also is not a fict10n

The Infinite defines 1tself m the finite, the finite conceives itself m the
Infimte Each 1s necessary to the other's complete Joy of be111g

The Infimte pauses always m the fimte, the fimte arrives always 111 the
Infimte Ths 1s the wheel that circles for ever through Time and Etermty

If there were nothmg to be transcended, the Transcendent would be rn
complete m 1ts own concept1on

What is the value of the Formless unless ii has stooped to Form? And
9
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on the other hand what truth or value has any form except to represent as
in mask the Indefinable and Invastble?

From what background have all these numberless forms started out,
if not from the termless profundities of the Incommensurable9 He who has
not lost his knowledge m the Unknowable, knows nothmg Even the world
he studies so sap1ently, cheats and laughs at hun.

When we have entered mnto the Unknowable, then all this, other know
ledge becomes valid When we have sacrificed all forms mto the Formless,
then all forms become at once negligible and 111fi111tely prec10us

For the 1est, that 1s true of all thmngs What we have not renounced,
has no worth. SacrIfice 1s the great revealer of values.

,,.

As all words come out of the Silence, so all forms come out oi the In
fimte

When the word goes back mto the ~1lence 1s 1t extmct for ever or does
It dwell 111 the eternal harmony? When a soul goes back to God 1s t blot
ted out from existence or does 1t know and enjoy that into which rt enters?

Does umverse ever end? Does 1t not exst eternally 111 God's total idea
of Hus own bemg?

Unless the Eternal 1s tired out by Tnne as by a load, unless God suffers
loss of memory, how can universe cease fom bemg"

Neither for soul nor umverse rs extmct10n the goal, but for one t 1s 1
fimte self-possessmg and for the other the endless pursuut of its own mmmut
ahly mutable rhythms

Existence, not annth1lat1on 1s the whole aim and pursuut of existence
If Nothmg were the begmn111g Nothmg also would be the end. but 111

that case Nothmg also would be the muddle
If mdiscrnmnable umty were the begmmng It would also be the end.

But then what middle term could there be except mcliscnmmable umty?
There 1s a logic m existence from which our Thought tnes to escape by

twisting and turning agamnst 1ts own ultimate necessity, as 1f a snake were
to try to get away from itself by c01lmg round its own body. Let 1t cease
c01lmg and go straight to the root of the whole matter, that there 1s no first
nor last, no begmnnmng nor endmg, but only a repre5entation of success10ns
and dependences

Successwn and dependence are laws of perspective, they cannot be
made a true measure of that which they represent

Precisely because God ts one, 1definable and beyond form, therefore
Re 1:; capable of mfimte defimtwn and quality, realisation 111 numberless
forms and the joy ot endless self-multplcat1on Those two thmgs go to
gether and they cannot really be drvuded
10



PROBLEIS OF INTEGRAL YOGA

The Unpublished Correspondence of Sri Aurohindo

COMPILER'S NOTE

Many letters of Sn Aurobrndo have already been published
expressmg !us views on almost c>ll mr.iters c..oncernmg human
existence and explauung the process of his Integral Yoga-the
Yoga of Suprdmental Trans£ormat10n They have been presented
m the form of a pl11losoph1cal and psychological statement ot hs
leadmg ideas, experience-concepts and spiritually realised truths,
and consequently occupy an important pla..:e 111 the scheme of
Aurobmndon1an lterature The object of thus Ser1es, however,
1s d1fferent-1t is to present problems of Integral Yoga exactly
as they were put before Sn Aurobmdo by the disciples from
time to time, together with Sn Aurobmdo's comments on them
It 1s felt that a complaton of thus type will be a really l1vmng
document of his teachmg and will help the reader to come to
close grips wth problems ot thus particular Yoga

Often, the questions asked by the disciples wall not be grven
when the nature of the problem discussed 1s easily understandable
from Su Aurobmdo's reply, secondly, the letters published will
not always be n answer to particular problems-they may either
be important mnunctons given to the disciples or of a purely
mformative n.:1ture Sometimes, letters ah eady prmted m the
var10us 1ournals and books of the Ashram may also be mcludect
1£ they form an important connecting lmk m lhe sequence ot
questwm, and answero.

"Synergist"

SECTION A SRI AUROBINDO'S LETTERS ON
HIS OWN LIFE AND SADHANA

It ought to be possible to read with the mner consc10usnes~ lookmg on
and as it were, seemg the act of readmg In the condit10n of absolute mner
silence I was makmg speeches and conductmg a newspaper but all that got
itself done without any thought entermg my mmd or the silence bemg m
the least disturbed or dm11111shed 27-10-34

The worst thing for the sadhana 1s to get mto a morbid condit1011, always
thmnkmg of "lower forces, attacks, etc " If the sadhana has stopped for a
1ime, then let it stop, remam quiet. do ordmary thmgs, rest when rest is
needed--waat tall the phys1cal consciousness 1s ready. My own sadhana
when I was far more advanced than you used to stop for half a year to-
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gether I did not make a fuss about 1t, but remamed quiet tull the empty
or dull perod was ove1 8-3-35

. . In a greater state of emptmess I earned on a daily newspaper and
made a dozen speeches m the comse of three or four days-but I did not
manage that in any way, it happened. The foce made the body do the
wok without any me activity 13-5-36

I thmk I know as much about the dualities, weakneo.ses, ignorance of
human nature as you do and a great deal more. The idea that the Mother
or J are sptually great but ignorant of everything practcal seems to be
2ommon mn the Ashram It 1s an error to suppose that to be on a high
spiritual plane makes one ignorant or unobservant of the world or of human
nature I I know nothmg of human nature or do not consider 1t, I am ob
vously unfit to be anybody's gmde m the work of transformat10n, for no
bo<ly can transform human nature 1f he does not know what human nature
1s, does not see its workmgs or even 1f he sees, does not take them mnto con
s1deraton at all If I thmk that the human plane 1s hke the plane or planes
of mfimate Iaght, Power, Ananda, 1fallible Will Force, then I must be either
a stark lunatic or a gbbeing 1bec1le or a fool so abysmally 1dote as to be
worth keepmg m a museum as an exhbt 30-4-37

No need of logic to see that-a little common sense 1s sufficient If
anyone, no matter who he be, thmks that this world of ignorance, lim1tat10n
and suffermg 1s a plane of eternal and mfinute Laght, Power and Ananda,
mfalhble Will and Power, what can he be but a self-deceiving fool or luna
tuc? And where then would be the need of bmgmng down the sand Laght,
Power etc , from the higher planes, 1f 1t was already gambolling about all
over this blessed earth and 1ts absurd troop of human-annual beings? But
perhaps you are of the opin10n of R M The Divine 1s here, how can he
descend from anywhere? The Drvmne may be here, but he has covered
here hus Laght wth darkness of Ignorance and hs Ananda with suffering,
that, I shou1d thmk makes a big difference to the plane and, even 1f one
enters into that sealed Light etc , 1t makes a difference to the consciousness
but very little to the Energy at work in this plane 3-5-37

Q As one approaches you photo m the Reception room, there 1s a
feelmg that rt rs an emanaton of yours There seems to be a special
hght m 1t.

A· The Sadhaks may themselves brmg this light by approaching me
through the photo.

12
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Q Is it not true that the letters we receive f om you are full of power?
A Yes, power Is put to them

Q Du you encourage our wrItng Lo you about the ordinary movements
whch rise up 1n us?

A It 1s better to write f you have them than to be s1lent about 1t. In
the s1lent mmd one can receive an answer even 1f I wrte nothing.

1934
I don't know that I have "called" myself a Superman But certainly

I have 1sen above the ordmary human mnd, otherwise I would not thunk
of trymg to bmg down the Supermmnd mnto the physical. 15-9-35

SECTION B. MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS

A Questum of Chak? as
(Those other than the known seven)

This is a short account given by Tulsibha1, one of the older sadhaks,
r1escnbmg how he had certdm ideas and expenences regarding Chakras
other than the known seven, and how he asked Sn Aurobmdo for an ex-
planaton and received a reply whch revealed somethng whch 1s not gene
rally known m the pracilce of Yoga

Tulsbhaa's Account

In the Tantrc classification, whch 1s also accepted by Sr1 Aurobindo.
there are seven known Chakras or centres of consc10usness, the highest be
mg the sahas adala (the thousand-petalled lotus) at the top of the head, and
the lowest the Muladhar, at the end of the spmal cord, all of these are in
the subtle hody, sukshma deha

In Sn Aurobmdo's Yoga, these centres become visible or are exper1
enced when there is the descent of the Higher Power from above, centre by
centre one can experience and distmgmsh as they open and are beg work
ed upon

But there began to occur experiences of descents gomg down even be
low the Muladhar to the legs and feet, it was found that m the middle of
the foot there was a centre almost as powerful as those mentoned above.
I began to thmk that when the descent takes place, perhaps some connec
tion with the earth 1s made through this centre, thereby completing the c1r
cunt Not wantmg to remamn m doubt I sent a letter to Sri Aurobindo ask
mg hmm whethe there were any centre-; besides the seven known

13
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to yog1c disciplmes. I gave Sri Krishna's case as an example It is related
that when Sn Krishna was relaxmg m the forest, a light was shming below
a foot he had stretched out, a hunter who was passmg that way saw from
a distance and mistook 1t for the eye of an ammal shmmg in the darkness,
and shot his arrow at 1t

Su Aurobmdo sent me the followmg reply
"It 1s the material consciousness that is indicated by the legs and feet
Below the feet 1s the subconscent There 1s no big centre below the

Muladhar mn the body but there are many centres everywhere » 2-9-34

Dreams and Vsons

It 1s a symbol of the p1 ogress of the sadhak movmg m the
around him, but with some light from above around his

24-6-33
Ignorance
own bemng

D1sc1ple· How is it that some dreams have a sigmficance and some do not
have 1t?

Sr1 Aurobindo: 'Those whch are foamed from subconscent 1press1on
arranged at haphazard (subconscent mmd, vital or physical) either
have no significance or some meanmg whch 1s dnfhculi to fid and
not very much worth knowmg even 1f it 1s found Other dreams are
either simply happenmngs of the mental, vital or subtle phys1cal
worlds or else belong to the wider mental, vital or subtle physical
plane and have a meamng which the figures of the dream are 1.rymg
to commumcate. 9-6-33

Disciple: How is it that sometimes we see dreams very clearly and some
times not7

Sn Aurobindo· It depends on the state of the consciousness at thE: time
Or 1t may depend on the part of the consc10usness which 1s active,
the plane to which the dream belongs and many other causes

15-6-33
Disciple: I was looking at Sr1 Aurobdo's photograph m the reception

hall As I shut my eyes and stood there, I saw a man marchng mn
the darkness with light around his body Is there any meanmg m
this?

Sri Aurobmdo:

14
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A RESUME

BY ··Synergist "w

(Contued from the Aprl ssue)

TOWARDS A NEW WORLD-VIEW

In the Februa1y u,sue, a summary of the first Part of this Serie&, The
World Crass ad Ida, was gven, 1t was followed two months later by
that of the second, Sn Aurobndo, the Leader of the Evolution-its first two
Sections The th1rd Sect1on, The New Wold-Vew, 1s now taken up here.
The writer began this Sect10n with an argument on the cultural
crisis and the problem of thought today, and then proceeded to
describe the various aspects of Sn Aurobmdo's philosophy and
the general scheme of hs Weltansclung, and has conception of
the future of the human race After this, the major trends m socio
cuturology were discussed, as a prelude to the Section on Social Philosophy
which is to appear later 111 the Senes This was done with a view to show
that many of the theories of Soc10-culturology need a firmer foundation
a basis of ,adequate metaphysical concepts wluch can help to classify
correctly an 1mmense mass of data that has been collected In the mtel
lectual field, the tragedy of the West 1s that it has a large amount of data,
especially regarding the externalities ol hie, but msufficient hypotheses.
the tragedy of India is that 1t has sound hypotheses, verifiable 111 spiritual
expenences, but not enough data regadmg the orgamsahon of man's outer
lufe; tll the advent of Sn Aurobmdo even the spiritual experiences were
not properly co-crclmatcd with 111telledual knowledge. which agam chd not
have ~ufficient data on which to create a thought-structure deal111g with
the soc1al and cultual hfe ot the natuon Thus brought the discuss1on to the
sp1rtual metaphyse itself, and 1ts expos1ton was taken m hand. The
theme of 111volut10n-evolui10n, which may be said to be the lc1t-mohf of
the Aurobmndon1an world-vew, mter-relating 1ts spiritual metaphys1c,
psyeholo:sv, eiluc, and social philosophy, wc15 first put forward

Then a bref statement was made on the nature of the DIve Reality,
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after which the piublem of knowledge was taken up for discuss10n It was
found necessary to deal with this que::t10n because m Su Aurobmdo's phlo
sopby the problems of Bemg and those of Knowledge are so closely con
nected that both have tu be treated togethe, and this is not surpnsmg be
cause his method uf expounding 1:,, not purely analytical, but both mtegral
and analytical Therefore, to try and undestand h1s wntmgs by C'uttmg
them up mto the usual phlosophcal categor1es 1s to mutilate them His
phi lo<;ophy anses out of an mtegral spiritual v1s10n, and consequently bears
the stamp of that vs1on So, simultaneously with the ontological exposition,
the epistemological and gnostue s1de of hus philosophy was also dealt wth
The resum of this Sectwn on Knowledge will be published m the next
issue The present one ends wth the statement on the mvolut10n-evolut10n
theme

The need of a world-vew that can gyve an ultimate sancton to higher
values has been keenly felt by philosophers and ",oc1al thmkers for a long
tune Vi'hen m the 19th century a matei iahstic mterpretat1011 uf hle was
accepted, the metaphysical and theological structure of European thought
gave way, and when this happened, 'ip1ntual and eth1ca! values lost their
ultimate sanct10n The attempt to give a pmely subJectiv1stic and relati
v1!':'t1c 111terpretat10n of values has not been succe::sful It mamntams that
values are matters of personal concern and depend upon one's emc,honal
mtu1tons, thus interpretation, even though 1t contams a profound truth m
it-the power res1dmng mn the soul-bemg to gmde the oute1 personality from
behmd the veil of the surface nature-is not ph1losoph1cally complete; it
cannot be considered an adequate answer to the axiological difficultv Its
corollary, the relatrvusat1on of values 1s stall more unsatsfymg,
even unconvmcmg, and can only be looked upon as a solut10n by mmds
that are content to examme only the superfices of hie and its external
movements. The problem of values 1s always mmpletly connected with the
prevalent world-view, the accepted 111te1pretat10n of existence based upon
man's relgous and spiritual, mtellectual, aesthetic, emotional, and sensory
experience A radical difference mn 1t 1s sure to affect the values mculcat
cd by 1t In what way and to what extent 1s a very complex problem, it
1s not wIthm the scope of thus esume to deal with 1t

Other attempts have also been made to effect a transvaluaton of values,
for those resulting fom the traditional world-vew could not poss1bly be
grafted upon the new matenahstic one Some of the finest mmds
lrnve concerned themselves with this problem, and have advocated the crea
tion of a new world-view based upon a metaphysic havmg as its first postu
late the Sp1ritual Realty--a Dvmne Bemg, or a Supreme Intelligence, an
Absolute beyond tame, space, and causalty, or an undifferentiated Divine
16
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Ground, "That" by which all exists-a Reality whose existence alone can
give a meaning to man's spiritual asp1rations and 1deals and in which values
can find their highest absolutes; they feel that only such a metaphysic can
give a significance to hfe. It s maintained that it not only satisfies the
ethical sense of men, but also their philosophic reason, for it has a ver1fable
hypothesis-not verifiable in the daily experience of the spiritually untrain
ed and unenlightened, but verfiable mn the personal experience of those
who have devoted themselves to the pursuut of the Spirit, and who have
transcended their narrow ego-selves to attain communion with the Divine.
Not only philosophers and mystics, but also social thinkers and historians
have made valuable contributions towards th:is end.

In 1915, Sn Aurobmdo saw the need of a complete philosophy that
could explain the problem of the world and life and human destmy m rela
tion to the Ultnnate Reality, and wrote five major works to meet this need:
The Lafe Dine, The Synthess of Yoga, Essays on the Gita, The Human
Cycle, and The Ideal of Human Unity. It would not be an exaggeration to
say that these works are landmarks m the history of man's mental and spiri
tual development and should be instrumental to a large extent in moulding
the thought of the age 'that is confrontmg us-an age of spiritual enlighten
ment, this new age has now to come in the wake of the age of reason, as
that m its own turn succeeded the age of belief. It is rather unfortunate
that Sn Aurobindo's wntmgs have not yet received the attention they de
serve from the thmking world, and their great value not yet widely recog
nised, but m the near future they are sure to exert a tremendous influence
on men everywhere, for the world mmd is passing through a transforma
ton in the spiritual drecton and is becoming more and more receptive to
the type of ideas Sri Aurobmdo expresses m hs writings. But though his
inf.uence in the outer field of thought is not very wide, in the inner field
it has spread itself in var1ous directions. The Mmnd plane, the plane of um
versal mmd-forces from where thought-currents flow outwards mto intel
lects that are open to them, has been receivmg the impress of his thoughts
and ideas smce years. Just as there are material forces and energies, both
gross and subtle, so also there are life-forces and mmnd-forces on the Life
plane and the Mmd plane In this world where these planes mtersect, the
various forces meet and mtermngle and work out certain results accord
ing to the intent1on m the cosmic process and the transcendent Will and
Intelligence behmd 1t If a strong mmpress of an 1dea or thought-form 1s
made on the Mmd plane 1t has a tendency to seek articulation through mmds
that are receptive to 1t and can gave express1on to 1t. Sr1 Aurobdo has
been drawing down the seed-truths of the various aspects of thought and
life from the higher planes rght up to the Supermmnd, and pressg them
down on the IMmd plane, for the last forty years. Thus has certam impl
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cations-when once the seed-ideas from the supramental planes get fixed
on the Mind plane, it becomes pos,sible for thinkers to apprehend them
through their deeper mmd, the pure mind, for these ideas are now brought
within the range of their apprehension; to draw them down from the gnostic
planes directly would be for them a task beyond their limited human capa
cities; at the most they would be able to mtmt truths from the plane just
above the Mind, but between the Supermind and the Mind there is a hiatus
which the mental way of knowledge-apprehension cannot bridge Together
with this gnosfac-spmtual action in the inner field, Sr1 Aurobmndo has been
himself giving mental forms to these truths m his treatises and poems,
especially in The Lafe Dvine and Savtri, and of late in his Supramental
Ma11ifestati:on upon Earth. The effects of these two inner and outer modes
of spreadmg truth-ideas can be clearly seen in the intellectual field today
if one is able to concentrate on thought-currents, in the world and see the
growth of ideas and compare these with the writings of Sri Auro
bindo smce the begmnmmng of the century. Not only in the shapmg of India's
political, mtellectual and spiritual life, but also m mouldmg the thought of
the West his influence is apparent. It can be seen rn the growth of mter
national amms and endeavours, in the movement toards realsmng the ideal
of human unity, in the gradual fall of Materialism and the rise
spiritual tendencies in thought and hfe, m the search for things unseen,
realities behind the veil of outer lfe,--witness the mvestigat1ons m the
fields of Clairvoyance, Precogmt10n, and Psychokinesis, and the placmg of
Telepathy on a scientific footmg,-and finally m the wide-spread practice
of yogic and spritual disciplines.

Whenever humanity is passing through a great intellectual and spiri
tual upheaval, or a new epoch has to be started, a centr_cll figure comes on
the scene through whom currents of mental and vital forces pass- and if
there is need, spiritual forces also-and attain articulation; he embodies
the truth that is trying to express itself mn the world, he becomes the voice
of the Time Spirit, and the consc10us or unconscious executor of the
Divine Will. In Sri Aurobindo's case these things get intensified because
of the immensity of his task-he has not only to introduce a new epoch on
the present human level, but also to brmg about a radical change m the
level itself by making a new divine prmcrple of existence emerge. Hts lmes
mn Savitri could very well be applied to himself, because they correctly
describe him and his work-

Apart he lived m his mind's solitude,
A demigod shaping the lves of men:
One soul's amb1ton hfted up the race;
A Power worked, but none knew whence it came
The universal strengths were linked wth hs,
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Feelmg earth's smallness with their boundless breadths,
He drew the energies that transmute an age.
Immeasurable by the common look,
He made great dreams a mould for commg thmgs
And cast hs deeds lke bronze to front the years.
His walk through Time outstripped the human stride.
Lonely his days and splendid hke the sun's.

Therefore, his works, apart from being contributions to the growth of
human thought m an external sense, help to disseminate the higher truths
brought down from the diviner planes of existence and to usher in a new
age of spiritual enlightenment.

This 1s what he wrote in the Arya m 1918: "Our idea was the thinking
out of a synthetic philosophy which might be a contnbuhon to the thought
of the new age that 1s commg upon us We start from the idea that human-
1ty 1s movmg to a great change of 1ts lfe whch wll even lead to a new lfe
of the 1ace... . and our am has been to search for the sp1ntual, relig10us
and other truths which can enlighten and guide the race in this movement
and endeavour.

"The mamn 1dea which has governed our writing, was imposed on us
by the very cond1t10ns of the problem. All philosophy is concerned with
the refat10ns between two things, the fundamental truth of existence and
the forms· in whic.h existence presents itself to our experience. The deepest
experience shows that the fundamental truth 1s truth of the Spirit, thP other
is the truth of hfe, truth of fom and shapmg force and hvmg idea and action
. . . . . Our view s that the antmomy created between them is an unreal
one Sp1nt bemg the fundamental truth of existence, life can be only its
mamfestat1on, Spirit must be not only the or1gin of lfe but its bas1s, 1s
pervadmg reality and its highest and total result "

Then regarding the meaning of man's evolution he wrote· "To grow
into the fullness of the divine is the true law of human hfe and to shape his
earthly existence mto its 1age 1s the meaning of hs evoluton. ..This
tiuth had to be worked out first of all from the metaphysical pomt of view,
for in phlosophy metaphyseal truth s the nucleus of the rest, 1t 1s the state
ment of the last and most general truths on which all the others depend or
in which they are gathered up. Therefore we gave the first place to The
Life Dvine . .The Gata we are treating as a powerful applcaton of truth
of spint to the largest and most difficult part of the truth of life, to action,
and a way by whch act1on can lead us to brth mto the Spirit and can be
harmomsed with the spintual life. Truth of philosophy is of a merely theo
retJcaJ value unless it can be lived, and we have therefore tried in The Syn
thesis of Yoga to arrive at a synthetical view of the principles and methods
of the var1ous lnes of spiritual self-discipline and the way m which they
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can lead to an integral dvme lfe m the human existence. But thus is an
individual self-development, and therefoe 1t was necessary to show too
how our ideal can work out 111 the social life of mankmd In The Psycho
logy of Socal Development we have indicated how these truths affect the
evo]ut10n of human society. In The Ideal of Human Unity, we have taken
the present trend of mank111d towards a closer umficat10n and tried to ap
preciate its tendencies and show what is wantmng to them 111 order that real
human umty may be achieved ... " This is bnefly the scheme of Sn
Aurobmndo's world-vew.

After this, his statement on man's future upon the earth and hs ulti
mate destiny was given. As the quest10n has already been dealt with in
the February and Apr1l ssues, 1t 1s not taken up agamn m thus resume.
However, a bref extract from The Lafe Dvne 1s given below for the reader
who has not seen them. "A life of gnostic bemgs carry111g the evolution to
a higher supramental status might fitly be characterised as a div111e life;
for it would be a life 111 the Divine, a life of the beginnings of a spiritual
divine light and power and joy mamfested 111 matenal Nature .... If there
is an evolution m materal Nature and 1f 1t 1s an evolution of being with
consciousness and life as its two key-terms and powers, this fullness of be
ing, fullness of consciousness, fullness of life must be the goal of develop
ment towards whch we are tending and whch wall man1fest at an early
or later stage of our dest111y. The self, the spirit, the :reality that 1s dis
closing itself out of the first 111conscience of life and matter, would evolve
its complete truth of being and consciousness m that life and matter .....
Our evolution 111 the Ignorance with its chequered JOY and pain of self
discovery and world-discovery, its half fulfilments, its constant finding and
miss111g, is only our first state. It must lead mevtably towards an evolu
tion in the Knowledge, a self-finding and self-unfoldmg of the Spm1t, a self
revelation of the Dvinuty in thugs m that true power of itself mn Nature
which is to us still a Supernature."

The different trends of soc1al and cultural philosophy were then dis
cussed, and the position taken up by the Personahsts, Humamstf, and
Realists on the one hand, and the Superorgamc1sts-the Transcendentalists
and the Materialists-on the other, was put forward. It was found that the
real cause of the difficulty 111 adequately correlatmg the individual and the
collective consciousness to the cultural reality was the absence of a meta
physic which can give the basic truths of existence, especially man's trmne
status, the 111dividual, the universal, and the transcendent, and his relat10n
to the Ultimate.

This brought the argument to the problem of Bemg and Becoming

This work 1s now published under the title The Human Cycle.
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Realty and Process, the DIvme Self and Hus cosmic movement.
In Sn Aurobmclo':, spiritual metaphysic the unverse 1s an emanatory

manifestation of the D1vmne, a particular movement of existence, of consc1
ousness, in the Bemg of the One Supreme, who though He is m All and 1s
the All, is yet beyond All m His Transcendent status. All is Brahman,
srvam khalu idam brahma. The world of Becommg 1s not something other
than Pure Bemng, but a Self-unfolding of Bemg, an actualsat1on of certain
poss1bl1tes ex1stmg wthin Its depths, a progressive manifestation of the
Spit He writes: "The Absolute neither creates nor 1s created,-mn the
current sense of making or bemg made; we can speak of creation only m
the sense of Bemg becommg mn form and movement what 1t already 1s m
substance and status."-'·What 1:, m the Timeless unmamfested, implied,
essential, appears m Time in movement, or at least mn desgn and relation,
in'result and circumstance. These two then are the same Eternty or the
same Eternal m double status; they are a twofold status of being and cons
ciousness, one an eternity of nnmob1le status, the other an eternity of
motion m status." He therefore says that out of the seed there evolves that
which is already involved in the seed, pre-existent m bemg, predestmed m
its will to become. If there 1s an evolution, then there must have been a
prev10us mvolution, for there seems to be no reason why Life should evolve
out of Matter, or Mind out of Life, unless we posit that Lafe 1s already in
volved m Matter and Mmd m Life, and emerge one after the other. He
sees the cosmic process as a descendmg-ascendmng mvolutonary-evoluton
ary movement between two poles, Spirit and its manifested prmciple Mat
ter. He wrtes: ""The whole of creation may be said to be a movement
between two involutions,-Spint, 111 which all is mvolved and out of wluch
all evolves downward to the other pole of Matter; Matter, in wluch also all
is mvolved and out of which all evolves upwards to the other pole of Spirit."
As stated before, the movement of descent and ascent, of mvolut10n and
evolution, 1s the recurring theme m Sri Aurobmdo's philosophy This led
to a discussion on evolution 1tself, and to the two approaches to thus pro
blem, the rational-scentfc and the spritual-psychologcal. The difference
between the philosophical ideas, regardmg evolut10n and the significance
gven to it by the ancient seer-philosophers of Ind1a, and the scent1fie ideas
based upon observation, experiment, and mference, given by the Western
thinkers, was shown. Both the seer-philosopher and the scientific thmker
have been seekers of truth m their own way and have made important con
tributions to the growth of human knowledge; whilst the former got at the
spirit ,md the mner movement of the evolut10n process, the latter disclosed
its form and outer machinery. Whilst the scientist either looked upon
mind and life as developments of Matter, and tried to create a frame of re
ference in which they could suitably be correlated, the ancient seer looked
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upon them as three separate but interpenetrating powers, sustained from
behmd by a spiritual prmciple; he was also able to see behmd surface
phenomena the play of subtle forces, and behmd the development of outer
forms the growth of consc10usness: but not possessing a supramental vs1on,
he too missed the real pupose and aim of evoluton-the creaton of a race
of gnoste bemngs and the transformation of human hfe.

The scientrnt did not come to these conclusions because his approach
was different-his method of working dealt with only the outer machinery
of the evolut10n process; also, being a thmker having reason as his only
guide, and not a seer-philosopher, he was not sufficiently equipped to
perceive behmd surface utilities the metaphysical and psychological factors
at work. He therefore concluded that the force behind evolution was
purposeless and blnd. He dd not know that hs mablty to read purpose
and meaning m evolution was due to hs psycho-ep1stem1e lmitatons, but
that 1f he overcame them and developed a spiritual consc10usness, and his
apprehension of Reality became wider and acuter, making him see the
forces at work behnd the outer movement, he ,would be able to do so
However, there has recently been a change m the c;cientific outlook Now
Mmnd and Lafe are not cons1dered by all scientists to be developments
of Matter. It is admitted by many that Matter, Life and Mmd seem to
be three separate preples. Thus 1imples, though it s not postulated
by them, that the evolution of Life in Matter must have been effected
not by a Mater1al prmcple, but by a Life prmcple wokmg upon Matter
and mmposmng its own laws and necessities upon 1t, and that. mutats
miitandis, a snnilar action must have taken place when Mmd eme1 gecl.
The idea of a mighty Life workmg upon the material wold hos long
affected European thought; now at 1s seriously cons1dermg the poss1blty
of a Mind governmg both Life and Matter. Some of the best intellects,
after exam111mg the findmgs of the researches earned out 111 the fields of
telepathy and P. K. (Psychokmes1s) have come to the conclus10n that
Mmd is a distinct pmciple in 1tself, working according to its own laws.
and not a by-product or a derivative of Matter. They mamtain that
experiments m Psychokmnesis show that Mmnd can act upon Matter mnde
pendently of the physical mechanism of the body, and that those m
Telepathy definitely establish the fact that one mmd can dll'ectly
act upon another without any sensory connection. Radiat10n, as under
stood in Physics. is found to be a highly madequate hypothesis for ex
plaining this transmuttmng process, for neither the distance nor the pos1ton
of the transmitter and the receiver make any difference to the result. The
transmittmng takes place m an instantaneous flash, not m parts in serial
extens10n. This shows that one mind acts an another on a plane or 1n a
field which exists mn a different space-time extension from the sensor1ly
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apprehended world around us,~and md1cates that Mmd must be a principle
dustmnct from Life and Matter Interpenetratmg them and imposing 1ts laws
upon them, hut at the same time, accommodatmg itself to their laws and
pract1cal necessut1es.

Now the next step 1s to recognise all these three principles as man1
fested powers of the one Spiritual prmc1ple. But for that a science of the
Spirit 1s reqmred, just as for an understandmg of the working of the other
prmciples a science of Matter, Life and Mmd is required. And this
science Sri Aurobindo proceeds to give in his Synthesis of Yoga, The Life
Divine, and his letters and essays.

When comparmg the Western and Indian approaches to the problem
of evolut10n, Sri Aurobmdo wrote in the "Arya" about thirty-five years
ago: "The western idea of evoluton is the statement of a process of form
at10n, not an explanation of our being. Limited to the physical and biolo
gical data of Nature, it does not attempt except in a summary or superficial
fash10n to discover its own meaning, but is content to announce itself as the
general law of a quite mysterious and inexplicable energy. Evolution be
comes a problem of motion which is satisfied to work up with an automatic
regularity its own puzzle, but not to work it out, because, smce it is only
a process, it has no understanding of itself, and, since it is a blind perpetual
automatism of mechanical energy, it has neither an origin nor an issue.
It began perhaps or 1s always begmning; it will stop perhaps in time
or 1s always somewhere stopping and going back to its beginnmgs, but
there 1s no why, only a great turmoil and fuss of a how to its beginning and
its cessation; for there is m it no fountain of spiritual intention, but only
the force of an unrestmg material necessity. The ancient idea of evoluton
was the fruut of a philosophical intuition, the modern is an effort of
scentfic observation. Each as enounced misses something, but the
ancient got at the spirit of the movement where the modern is content with
a form and the most external machmery."

After a long discuss10n it was seen that the central problem revolved
round this question: "Is man a biological creation of a brute energy
which has somehow unexpectedly and qmte mexplicably managed to begmn
to foel and thmk, or 1s he in his real self that inner Bemng and Power
whch 1s the whole sense of the evolution and the master of Nate? Is
Nature only the force of ::,el£-expre::,s10n, self-format1011. ::,elf-creatwn of a
ecret Spirit, and man however hedged m hs present capacity, the first
bemg m Nature 111 whom that power begins to be consciently self-creative
1n the front of the act1on, in thus outer chamber of phys1cal bemg, there
set to work and bring out by an increasmgly self-conscious evolut10n what
he can of all 1ts human significance or 1ts divine possibility?"

It was concluded that the real sense and significance of evolution 1s
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the emergence of higher and hgher grades 6f Being, Consciousness, Force,
Delight and Truth. As we have seen, the idea of evolution carries withm
1t the reciprocal idea of a prev10us mvolut10n; all that has evolved, all
that is overtly mamfested, must have been involved and secretly present
1n essence. Life evolves out of Matter because 1t 1s already involved
and hes concealed m Matter, and Mind evolves out of Life because 1t
IS there dormant .in Life. ThIS seems to indicate that in essence Matter
is a form of veled Lafe, and Lafe a form of vealed Consciousness, and
pursuing the argument a little further we may state that Mind itself
may hold mvolved m It a still higher reality, the Supramental Truth
prmciple, which may be pressmg forward to emerge

It was finally summed up that Spirit, with its powers Matter, Life and
Mind, and its Truth-power-its creatve dynamus and gnostic light, the
Supermmd-is mvolved in terrestrial existence, and gradually evolves,
creating m its ascent higher and higher grades of orgamsed life and greater
and more illumined modes of existence. Evolution is m its inner reality
a mamfestat10n m which the Sp1r1t imprisoned m the nesc1ence of Matter
gradually emerges 1 an ascending series as var1ous principles of Bemg,
till as the Supermmd it come:, out as an all-transformmg overtly divine
principle mto which all the other evolved principles are uplifted and
drvnised, thereby findmg then fulfilment m a spiritually motivated and
orgamused drvmne lfe. As the hgher prmneple emerges, the lower 1s not
discarded but integrated mto the higher; so when life emerged m a
material umverse, it ammated and vitalised Matier. and a vital-material
orgamsed existence was created-a world of physical-vital beings, first the
plants, and later the annnals, and when Mmd emerged, a new level of
organisat10n was created, a world of thmkmng and hvng physical beings,
for 1t mentalsed the ex1stmg vitalised Matter., With the emergence of the
Supermind, the reorientat10n and reorgamsahon of earth-existence should
become possible, as also the creation of a race of divin1sed bemgs.
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Sri Aurobindo

(9)

THE COURSE OF ENGLISH POETRY

(1)

These are the general characteristics of English poetry, the powers
which have been at work in 1t For we have to see first what are the spint
and temper that have stood behmd and come to the front ma literature 111

order to understand the course that it has taken and the forms that it has
assumed The field which poetry covers is common ground, but each nation
has its own characteristic spirit and creative quality which determmes the
province in which it wll best succeed the turn o angle of 1ts vs1on and
the shape of 1ts work. The English poet1cal genus was evidently predes
tmed by the complexity of 1ts spirit and 1ts un1on of opposite powers to an
2dventurous consecutive seekmg over the whole field, but m first poten
talty 1ts limitations pomt to a more facile :,uccess in the concrete or 1ma
gmatve presentat1on of life, a more difficult success m the intellectual Jr
spmtual mterpretation of life, while most difficult of all for 1t would be a
direct presentation of the thmgs beyond, of mystic realities or of the higher
truths of the spmt Yet on the other hand 1f th1s difficulty could once be
overcome, then because of the profounde1 mtensity of the power of poetical
speech wh1ch ths literature has developed, the very highest express1on of
these thmgs would be possible, a nearer expression than would be possible 1

without much fashuonmg to the poetry of the Latin tongues whose speech
has been cast m the mould of a clear or hgh intellectuality rather than mto
the native utterance of 1magmative vision Vve seem modern French crea
ton a constant struggle with this l11mtation and, even, a poet like Mallarme
breakmg the mould of the French speech m hs desperate effort to force it
to utter what is to its natural clear lucidity almost unutterable. No such
d1ficulty presents itself m English poetry, the depths. the vstas ot sugges
hon, the power to open the doors of the mfimte are already there for the
mind rightly gfted to evoke and use for the highest purposes Much less
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naturally fitted for fine prose utterance, the language has all the close lights
and shades, the heights and depths, the recesses of fathomless sense need
ed by the poet.

We have to see how this has come about, for it has not been accom
plished at all easily, but only by much effort and seekmg We observe first
that English poetry has covered the field that hes before the genus of
poetry by successive step5 which follow the natural ascendmg order of our
developmg perceptons It began by a quute external, a clear and super
fical substance and utterance It proceeded to a deeper vital poetry, a
poetry of the power and beauty and wonder and spontaneous thought, the
Joy and passion and pam, the colour and mus1e of Lafe, m whch the exter
nal presentaton of life and thmgs was taken up, but exceeded and given
its full dynamic and 1magmative content From that it turned to an attempt
at mastermg the secret of the Latms, the secret of a clear, measured and m
tellectual dealing wth hfe, things and ideas Then came an attempt, a brl
lant and beautiful attempt to get through nature and thought and the
mentality m life and Nature and then profounder aesthetic suggestion to
certam sprrtual truths behind them Ths attempt could not come to per
fect f1 mtwn, partly because there had not been the r1ght mtellectual pre
parat1on or a sufficient bass of spiritual knowledge and experience and only
so much could be given as the solitary mdrvdual tut1on of the poet could
by a sovereign effort attamn, partly because after the lapse mto an age of
reason the spontaneous or the intenser language of spiritual poetry could
not always be found or, 1f found, could not be securely kept So we get a
deviatwn mto another age of mtellectual, artistic or reflective poetry with
a much wider range, but less profound m 1ts roots, less hugh m 1ts growth.
and partly out of this, partly by a recoil from it has come the turn of recent
and contemporary poetry which seem5 at last to be approachmg the secret
of the utterance of profounder truth wth 1ts r1ght mage of speech and
rhythm

We get the first defi.mte startmg-pomt of this movement m the poetry
of Chaucer when the 10ugh poverty of the Anglo-Saxon mmd first succeed-

' ed 1n assulating the French mfluence and refimng and clanfymg by that
1ts speech and 1ts aesthete sense It 1s character1st1e of the difficulty of the
movement that as m its begmnmg, so at each important turn, or at least on
the three first occaswns of a new or1entat1on t has had thus to go to school,
to make almost a fresh start under the mfluences of a foreign culture and
poetry, needmg m spite of so much poetic ongmahty and energy and gemus
a strong light ot suggestwn from outside to set 1t upon its way All modern
literatures have at one tnne or another needed this kind of external help.
but once formed and mn possess1on of themselves they adopt 1mpreses more
or less lightly and only as a secondary as515tance But here we have a re-
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modellmg of the whole plan under foreign teachmg Chaucer gives
English poetry a first shape by the help of French romance models and the
work of Italian masters; the Elizabethans start anew mn dependence on Re
naissance influences from France and Italy and a side wmd from Spam,
Milton goes direct to classical models, the Restoration and the eighteenth
century take pliantly the pseudo-classical form from the contemporary
French poets and critics. Still this dependence is only m externals: m
the essential thmgs of poetry some native character prevails, a new turn
is rapidly given, an origmal power and method emerges; the dynamic vatal
1ty of the race was too great not to arnve almost at once at cl' transmutation.

The first early motive and style of this poetry as 1t emerges m Chaucer
stnkes at once an English note The motive 1s the poetic observation 0£
ordmary human life and character without any preoccupymg idea, without
any ulten1or desgn, smmply as 1t reflects Itself mn the mndrvdual mmd and
temperament of the poet Chaucer has his eye fixed on the object, and that
object 1s the external act1on of lfe as 1t passes before hum throwing 1ts
figures on his mmd and stmrrmng 1t to a kmndly sat1sfacton m the movement
and its mterest, to a blithe sense of humour or a light and easy pathos He
does not seek to add anything to it or to see anythmg below it or behmd 1ts
outsides, nor does he look at all mto the souls or deeply mto the mmds of
the men and women whose appearance, action and easily apparent traits of
character he describe~ with so apt and observant a fidelity He does not ask
hnnself what 1s the meanmg of all this movement of life or the power m 1t
or draw any large poetic idea from t, he 1s not moved to mterpret life, a
clear and happy presentation 1s hus business It 1s there smmply mn the sun
lght with 1ts famlar lies and normal colours, sufficiently interesting m
tself, by 1ts external acton, and he has to record 1t, to grve 1t a shape m lucd
poetic speech and rhythm, for to turn 1t mnto stuff of poetry that and the
sunlight of his own happy poetic temperament m which he bathes 1t 1s all
he needs And the form he gives 1t 1s wthmn 1ts mts and for 1ts work
admirably apt, sufficient and satasfymng,-provded we ask from 1t nothmg
more than 1t has to offer us Chaucer had learnt ease, grace and luc1d1ty
from the French romance poetry and from the great Italians a sufficient
force and compactness of express10n which French verse had not yet attam
ed. But nether hs poetic speech nor hs rhythm has anything of the plast1c
greatness and high beauty of the Italians It 1s an easy, limpid and fowmg
movement, a stream rather than a well,-for it has no depths mn 1t,-ol pure
English utterance Just fitted for the clear and pleasmg poetic presentat10n of
external life as 1f mn an unsullied mirror, at times r1smg mto an apt and
pomnted express1on, but for the most part satisfied with a first pnm1hve
power of poet1e speech, a subdued and well-tempered even adequacy Only
once or twice does he by accident strike out a really memorable lme of
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poetry, yet Dante and Petrarch were among his masters.
No other great pod1cal literature has had quite such a beginnmg

Others also started with a poetry of external life, Greek with the poetry ol
Homer, Latm with the hustor1cal ep1e of Ennus, Fench wth the teudal
romances of the Charlemagne cycle and the Arthur1an cycle. But m none
of these was the artiste amm smply the observant presentat1on of Geek o
Roman or feudal lite Homer gives us the hfe of man always at a high m
tens1ty of impulse and action and without subjectmg 1t to any other change
he casts 1t m Imes of beauty and m chvme proport10ns; he deals with 1t ac,
Ph1rhas dealt with the human form when he wished to create a god mn
marble When we read the Iliad and the Odyssey, we are not really upon
ths earth, but on the eath hlted into some plane of a greater dynamus ol
life, and so long as we remmn there we have a greater vs1on m a more
lustrous air and we feel ourselves raised to a sem1-d1vme stature Enmm,'
object was lke Vnrgl's to cast mto poet1cal utterance the sp1nt of Rome
Sn the spirit of catholic and feudal Europe transmutes life and gives m its
own way an 1deal presentation of 1t whuch only musses greatness by the m
adequacy of 1ts speech and rhythm1c movement and the diffuse prohxty of
its form Chaucer's poetic method has no such great idea or upliltmg
motive or sp1nt Whether the colour he gives happens to be realistic or
romante, 1t falls wthmn the same formula It 1s the reflecting of an exte1nal
life, with sometimes Just a tinge of romantic 1llummat10n, m an observmg
mmnd that makes itself a shmmg poetic mirror.

The spmt of English poetry havmg thus struck its first strong note, a
characterstc Englsh note, having got as far as the Anglo-Saxon mmd re
fined by French and Italian mfluences could go m 1ts own proper way and
unchanged nature, came suddenly to a pause Many outward reasons
might be given 1or that. but none ,;;u.lhc1ent, for the real cause was that to
have developed upon this line would have been to wander up and down mn
a cul de sac; 1t would have been to ante1pate m a way m poetry the self
impnsonment of Dutch art m a strong externahsm of a fairer kind mdeed,
but still too physical and outward mn 1ts motive. English poetry had greater
thmgs to do and it waited for some new light and more powerful impulse
to come. Still this external motive and method are native to the English
mmd and with many modificat10ns have put their strong impress upon the
hterature It 1s the method of Englsh ficton from Richardson to Dickens,
it got mnto the Elizabethan drama and prevented 1t, except m Shakespeare,
f1 om equalling the nobler work of other great periods of dramatic poetry.
It throws 1ts lmutmng shade over English narrative poetry, which after its
fresh start m the symbolism of the Faery Queen and the vital mtensity of
Marlowe ought either to have got clear away from it or at least to have
transmuted it by the mfus1on ot much hgher artistic motives. To gve only
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one instance m many, 1t got sadly m the way of Tennyson, who yet had no
1eal turn for the reproduction of hfe and prevented h from working out
the fine subjective and mystc vem whch his first natural intmtions had
discovered m such work as the Lady of Shalott and the Morte d'Arthur, we
have to be satisfied mstead with the Princess and Enoch Arden and the pic
turesque tr1valty of the Idylls of the King whch grve us the impress1on
of gentlemen and ladies of Victorian drawmg-rooms masqueradmg as Celtic
mediaeval knights and dames. with a meamng of some kind 111 it all that
does not come home to us because 1t 1s lost in a falsetto mimicking of the
external strams of hfe. Certainly, 1t 1s useless to quarrel with national
tendencies and characteristics which must show themselves m poetry as
elsewhere; but English poetry had opened the gates of other powers and 1f
it could always have lifted up the forms of external life by these powers,
the substance of its work might then have meant much more to the world
and the strength of 1ts vison of things might constantly have equalled the
power and beauty of 1ts utterance. As 1t 1s, even poets of great power are
being constantly led away by this tendency from the fulfilment of their more
characteristic potentialities.

The new light and unpulse that set free the silence of the poetic spirit
m England for its first abundant and sovereign utterance, came from the
Renaissance-in France and Italy. The Renaissance meant many things and
it meant too different things in different countries, but one thing above all
everywhere, the discovery of beauty and Joy mn every energy of life. The
Middle Ages had hved strongly and with a sort of deep and sombre force,
but, as 1t were, always under the shadow of death and under the burden
of an obligation to aspire through suffermg to a beyond; then lfe is border
ed on one side by the cross and on the other by the sword. The Renais
sance brmngs m the sense of a liberation from the burden and the obhgat10n;
it looks at life and loves 1t m excess; 1t 1s carried away by the beauty of the
body and the senses and the intellect, the beauty of sensation and act1on and
speech and thought,of thought hardly at all for its own sake, but thought
as a power of life. It is Hellemsm returnmg with its strong sense of human
nity and things human, nhil hman alenum, but at first a barbarised
Hellenism, unbridled and extravagant, riotous m its v1tahstic energy, too
much overjoyed for restramt and measure.

Elizabethan poetry 1s an expression of this energy, pass1on and wonder
of hfe, and 1t 1s much more powerful, disorderly and unrestramed than the
corresponding poetry m other countries, having neither a past traditional
culture nor an innate taste to restramn 1ts extravagances. It springs up m
a chaos of power and of beauty m whch forms emerge and shape them-

Nothing human 1s ahen to me
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selves by a stress withm 1t for which there is no clear guiding knowledge
except such as the mstmetrve genus of the age and the mdrvdual can give.
It is constantly shot through with brilliant threads of intellectual energy,
but 1s not at all intellectual m its mnate spirit and dominant character. It
1s too vital for that, too much moved and excited, for its mood is pass10nate,
sensuous, loose of rem, its speech sometunes liquid with sweetness, some
times vehement and mordmate m pitch, enamoured of the variety ot its
notes, revelling m image and phrase, a tissue of sweet or v10lent colours, of
many-hued fire, of threads of golden and 5ilver light

It bestowed on the nahon a new English <;peech, rich m capacity, gifted
with an extraordinary poetc mtens1ty and wealth and copiousness, but full
also of the disorder and excess of new format10n A drama exultant 111
action and character, pass1on and me1dent and movement, a lyric and roman
t!C' poetry of marvellous sweetness, richne5s and force are its strong fruits
Here the two sides of the natonal mmd throw themselves out for the first
tme wth a full energy, but wtin the lmts of a vtal, sensuous and 1ma
gmnatve mould, the one dom111ant m its pure poetry, the other ord111arily
mn 1ts drama, but both 111 Shakespeare welded mto a supreme phenomenon
of poetic and dramatic genius It is on the whole the greatest age of utter
ance,-though not of highest sprat and am,of the genus of English
poetry.

Secret Ether

An unknown sky breaks through my sleep today
This brllant blue 1s an ether of ecstasy
Wakenmg to immortal roots the lotus heart
Depth beyond depth strikes mward, gripping God
Without thus secret ether none can lve.
Its boundless azure glows not by sun-gold
But laughs with some eternal radiance
By whose one quiver Time's truth flashes out'
A beauty that needs no form to seize the soul,
Because it bursts a sheer mfimty.
A love that 1s effortlessly everywhere
Oneness 111 which a myriad hells grow heaven
Fount of all, fire of all, fate of all,Blss'

K D. SETHNA
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THE BIRTH OF THE MWAR-GOD

Sri Aurobindo

The first canto of Kali'dasa's celebrated mytho
logical epic, "Kumarasambhavam" or "The Birth of
the War-God", in its English renderingi by Sri
Amobindo appeared in the eighth Annual of the
Bombay Circle. We are publishing the remaining
blank verses, at once sublime and sensitive, of
Sri Aurobindo's incomplete translation. These cover
the second canto-verses 1 to 40. The manuscript
bears at the end the date January 14-15, 1918. It
was never revised. Naturally, there are some ten
tative readings. We have reproduced the Draft as
it stands.

The first canto contains a description of the
Himalaya and the penance of Shiva on the summits
of the King of mountains, with Uma attending upon
him. The substance of the second canto up to the
point reached by the translation is:

Taraka the Titan has made life impossible for
the Gods. They are powerless before him.
Frightened, they all await upon Brahma the Creator
and hymn his greatness. Brahma welcomes the
hosts and enquires about the cause of their dejec
tion. Brihaspati, on behalf of the Gods, answers.
(EDITOR)

But now 1n spheres above whose motions fixed
Confirm our cyclic steps. a cry arose
Anarch1e Strange disorders threatened Space
There was a tumult m the calm abodes,
A clash of arms, a thunder of defeat
Hearmg that sound our smaller physical horne
Trembled m 1ts pale cIcuuts, fearmng soon
The ethereal revolt might touch 1ts stars
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Then wee these knots of oua toy orb1ts to1n
And lke a falling leaf ths world mught smnk
From the high tree my5tenous where it hangs
Between that vo1eetul and ths s1lent flood.
For long a mute mdifference had seized
The Lord of all, no more the Mother of forms
By the persuasion of her clngmg arms
Bound him to bear the burden of her works.
Therefore with a slow dreadful confidence
Chaos had hfted hs gigantic head
His movement stole. a shadow on the skies,
Out of the dark mconscience where he hides.
Breakmg the tread of the eternal dance
Voices were heard life's music shudders at,
Thoughts were abroad no hvmg mmd can bear,
Enormous rhythms had disturbed the gods
Of which they knew not the stupendous law,
And taking new amorphous giant shapes
Desires the pnmal harmomes repel
Fixed dreadful eyes upon then coveted heavens
Awhile they found no form could clothe their strength,
No spirt who could brook their feet of fire
Gave them his aspirat10ns for their home.
Only m the mvsIble heart of th1gs
A dread unease and expectat10n lived,
Which felt immeasurable energies
In huge revolt agamst the established world.
But now awake to the fierce nether gods
Tarak the Titap rose; and the gods fled
Before hun driven m a lummous rout.
Rumours of an unalterable defeat
Astonished heaven. Like a throng of stars
Dnftmg through mght before the clouds of doom,
Lake golden leaves hunted by dark-wmged winds
They fled back to their old delightful seats,
Nor there found refuge Bent to a Titan yoke
They suffered, till their scourged defeated thoughts
Turned suppliants to a greater seat above
There the Self-born who weaves from his deep heat
Jarmon1ous spaces, s1ts concealed and watches
'The mnvolable cycles of his soul.
'TJ»the ascending difficult roads o{ sleep
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Those colomsts of heaven,- the violent strength
Of thunderous Indra flashmg in their front,
Climbed up with labour to their mighty Source.
But as they neared, but as their yearnmg reached,
Before them from the eternal secrecy
A Form grew mamfest from all their forms.
A great brow seemed to face them everywhere,
Eyes which survey the threads of Space looked forth,
The lips whose words are Nature's ordinances
Were vISible. Then as at dawn the sun
Smiles upon listless pools and at each smule
A sleepmg lotus wakes, so on them shone
That glory and awoke to bloom and life
The drootJmg beauty of those tarmshed gods
Thus with high voices echoing his word
They hymned their great Creator where he sits
In the mystic lotus musmg out his worlds·
"Pure Spirit who wast before creat10n woke,
Calm violence, destroyer, gulf of Soul,
One, though drvded in 'thy own concert,
Brahma we see thee here, who from thy deeps
Of memory rescuest forgotten Time,
We see thee, Yogin, on the solemn snows,
Shiva, withdrawing into thy hush the Word
Whuch sang the fiat of the speedmg s'tars,
They pass like, moths into thy flammg gaze.
We adore thee, Vishnu, whose eternal steps
To thee are casual footprmts yet thy small base
For luminous systems measureless to our mmnd,
Whose difficult touch thy light and happy smile
Sustams, O wide discoverer of Space!
To thee our adorat10n, trm_ne Form'
Imagmnmng her triple mood thou gavest
To thy illimitable Nature play.
When nothmg was excep't thy lonely soul
In the ocean of thy bemg, then thou sowedst
Thy seed infallible, 0 Spmt unborn,
And from that seed a million unlike forms
Thou var10usly hast made. Thy world that moves
And breathes, thy world inconsc1ent and inert,
What are they but a corner of thy life?

Doubtful reading (Editor)
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Thou hast made them and preservest; 1f thou slayst
It is thy greatness, Lord. Mysterious source
Of all, from thee we draw this light of mind, ·
This mighty stirring and these failings dark.
In thee we live, by thee we contact thy thoughts,
Thou grewest thyself a Woman and divine.
Thou grewest twain who wert the formless One,
In one sole body thou wert Lord and Spouse
To found the bliss which by division joins,
Then borest thy being, a spirit who is Man.
All are thy creatures: in the meeting vast
Of thy swaft Nature wath thy brilliant Mid,
Thou madst thy children, man and beast and god.
Thy days and nights are numberless aeons; when
Thou sleepest, all things sleep, 0 consc1ent God;
Thy waking is a birth of countless souls.
Thou art the womb from which all life arose,
But who begot thee? thou the ender of things,
But who has known thy end? Begnningless,
All our beginnings are thy infant powers,
Thou governest their middle and their close,
But over thee where 1s thy ruler, Lord?
None knoweth this; alone thou knowest thyself.
By thy meffable 1dentaty
Knowledge approaches 'the unknown. We seek
Discoveries of ourselves in distant things
When first desire stirred, the seed of mind,
And to existence from the plenary void
Thy seers built the golden bridge of thought,
Out of thy uncreated Ocean's rest
By thy own energy thou sprangest forth,
'Thou art thy act1on's path and thou its law,
Thou art thy own vast ending and 1ts sleep,
The subtle and the dense, the flowing and firm,
The hammered close consistency of things,
The clmgmgs of the atoms, lightness, load,
What are all these things but 'thy shapes? Thmgs seen
And sensible and things no thought has scanned,
Thou grewest, and all such pole and contrary
Art equally, 0 self-created God.
Thou hast become all thus at thy desire;
And no'thmg 1s impossible mn thee;
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Creation is the grandeur of thy soul.
The chanting Veda and the threefold voice,
The sacrifice of works, the heavenly fruut,
The all-initiating OM, from thee,
From thee they sprang; out of thy ocean-heart
The rhythms of our fathomless Words were born,
They name thee Nature, she the mystic law
Of all thmgs done and seen who drives us, mother
And giver of our spir1t's seekings, won
In her enormous strength though won from her.
They know thee for Spirit, far above thou dwellest,
Pure of achievement, empty of her nose,
Slent spectator of thy infinite stage,
Unmoved in a serene tremendous calm
Thou vewest 1differently the grandiose scene,
O Denty from whom all dent1es are,
0 Father of the sowers of the world,
0 Master of the godheads of the law,
Who so supreme but shall find thee above?
Thou are the enjoyer and the sweet enjoyed,
The hunter and the hunted in the worlds,
The food, the eater, 0 sole Knower, sole Known!
Sole Dreamer, this bright-imaged dream 1s thou
Which we pursue in our miraculous minds;
No other thinker is or other thought.
0 Lord, when we bow, who from thy being came,
To thee m prayer, is at not thou who prayst,
Spirit transcendent and eternal All?"
Shedding a smile in whose benignancy
Some sweet return like pleasant sunlight glowed,
Then to the wise in heaven the original Seer,
Maker and poet of the magic spheres,
Sent chanting from his fourfold mouth a voice
In which were justified the powers of sound,
"Welcome, you excellent mightinesses of heaven,
Who hold your right by self-supported strengths,
The centuries for your arms. How have you risen
Together in one movement of great Time!
Wherefore bring you now your divine faces, robbed
Of thenr old inborn light and beauty, pale
As stars in winter mists dim-rayed and cold
Swimming through the dumb melancholy of heaven?
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Why do I see your power dejected, frail
Which bounded free and lionhke through heaven?
The thunder in the Python-slayer's hand
Flames not exultant, wan its darings droop,
Quelled 1s the 1ndascence of its dance,
Its dreadful beauty lke a goddess shamed,
Shrmks back mto its violated powers.
Varuna's unescaped and awful noose
Hangs slack, impuissant and 1ts ruthless co1ls
Are a charmed serpent's folds, a chld can smite
The whirlmg lasso snare for Titan strengths.
In Kuver's face there is defeat and pam.
Low as an opulent tree its broken branch
In an insulted sullen majesty
His golden arm hangs down the knotted mace
Death's lord is wan and his tremendous staff
Writes 1dly on the soil, the 1fallible stroke
Is an extingmshed terror, a charred line
The awful script no tears could ever erase.
0 you pale sungods chill and shorn of fire,
How like the vamty of pamted suns
You glow, where eyes can set their mortal ray
Darmg eternal spendours with their sight.
O fallen rap1dates, you lords of speed,
Wi'th the resisted torrents' baffled roar
Back on themselves recoil your stormy strengths,
Why come you now like sad and stumbling souls,
Who bounded free and honlke through heaven?
And you, 0 Rudras, how the matted towers
Upon your heads sink their dishevelled pride!
Dim hang your moons along the raking twines,
No longer from your pmssant throa'ts your voice
Challenges leonine the peaks of Night.
Who has put down the immortal gods? What foe
Stronger than strength could make eternal pmssance vam,
As 1f beyond magmnat1on amidst
The august immutablity of law
Some insolent exception unforeseen
Had set in doubt the order of the stars?
Speak, children, wherefore have you come to me?
What prayer is silent on your lips? Did I

Var1ant reading for "powers" "pride" (Editor)
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Not make the circling suns and give to you
The grandiose thoughts to keep. Guardians of hfe,
Keepers of the inviolable round,
Why come you to me with defeated eyes?
Helpers, stand you in need of help?" He ceased,
And like a rippling lotus lake whose flowers
Stirred to a gentle wind, the Thunderer turned
Upon the Seer his thousand eyes of 'thought,
The Seer who is His greater eye than these,
He is the teacher of the sons of light,
His speech inspired outleaps the labouring mmd
And opens truth's mysterious doors to gods.
"Velmng by question thy all-knowing sense,
Lord, thou hast spoken," Bnhaspati began,
"The symbol of our sad defeat and fall
What soul can hde himself from hus own source?
Thy vision looks through every eye and sees
Beyond our seeings, thinks in every mmd,
Passing our pale peripheries of light.
Tarak the Titan growing in thy smile
As Ocean swells beneath the silent moon.
Discouraged from the godhead of hs rays
In Tarak's town the Sun dares not to burn
More than can serve to unseal the lotus' eyes
In rippling waters of hs garden pools.
The mystic moon yields him its nectarous heart;
Only the crescent upon Shiva's head
Is safe from the desire of his soul.
The volent winds forget their mghtier song,
Their breezes through his gardens dare not rush,
Afraid to steal the flowers upon its boughs,
And only near him sobbingly can pant
A flattering coolness, dreadful brows to fan.
The seasons are forbidden their cycling round
They are his garden-keepers and must fill
The branches with chaotic wealth of flowers.
Autumn and Spring and Summer joinmg hands
... him with their multitudinous sweets,
Their married fragrances surprise the air.
Ocean hs careful servant brings to lght

"Blank m Ms.
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'The reposing jewels for hs toys, his mine
Of joy is the inexorable abyss.
The serpent gods with blazmg gems at night
Hold up their hoods to be his living lamps,
And even great Indra sends his messengers;
Flowers from the tree of bounty and of bliss
They bear to the one fierce and sovereign mind:
All his desires the boughs of heaven must give.
But how can kindnes'3 wm that violent heart?
Only by chastisement 1t 1s appeased.
A tyrant grandeur 1s the Titan soul ...



Vision

Bright vision of the Infinite, burstmg hke a flower
Upon earth's rocky height, what miracles unfold
In the sun-petals of your thought, what worlds of power
To secret and mysterious designs you mould!

As when the last diamond spark recedes in the cave of night
Leaving a nebulous haze on the horizon line,
The golden hours begin their invulnerable flight
Across a timeless track, beckoned by a mystic sign,

So your incomparable beauty shines like some dawn-flame
In a coloured phan'tasy red, gold and silver blue;
The earth glows in the magic splendour of your Name,
A strange reflection of its everlastmg hue.

In the still spaces of my memory you weave
A star-Imprinted dream whose sapphire radiance
Brmgs a slow change in my heart's dusky mood; they cleave
No more to hidden roots m soils of shadowy trance.

For you have shown me vasts of a shoreless ecstasy
And peaks of the immotal plenitudes of desire,
The primal source, wells of earth's veiled infinity,
Creation's seed blazmg mto cosmic fire.

i

NIRODBARAN



GUIDANCE FOR THE YOUNG ASPIRANT

Compiled from Sri Aurobindo's Unpublished Letters

COMPILER'S INTRODUCTION

More and more people are daily drawn towards the Ashram of Sri
Aurobindo. Attracted by the 1deal of the divine hfe wh1ch is being given
a concrete shape there by the Mother as regards both mdividual perfect10n
and collective hvmg, men and women come and settle down at Pondicherry
with their families.

The Internat10nal University Centre that 1s bemg created round the
parent body has given an added impetus to these people to keep their child
ren under the Mother's care to get educated mnto a new way of life. This
has led to the format10n of qmte a large group of boys and girls.

As those in the higher grade have already begun to study the smaller
books of Sri Aurobmdo, and aspire to participate in the new Creation, a
special Series of questions and answers has been prepared from the un
published letters of Sri Aurobindo with a view to give them help in under
standmg his teachings. As most of the letters published here were originally
addressed to a young boy, they were written ma manner which would en
able him to understand thmgs easily. Nevertheless, their value for the
ciders is equally great, for they succeed in elucidatmg matters on yoga
which are sometimes a little difficult to understand from the letters address
ed to the more advanced sadhaks.

"Synergst"
I, * *

Medtaton
*

Q. What 1s true medtat1on?
A. To turn the mmnd fully to the Divme.

Sncerty

(5-7-33)

Q What 1s sincerty?
A Followmg only after the Divme and not after the ego or anything else

than the Divme. (5-7-33)
Surrender

Q. May I know the sigmficance of surrender, and how to surrender?
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A. Surrender 1s gvmng oneself to the Divme-to give everythmg one is or
has to the DIvme and regard nothing as one's own, to obey only the
Divme will and no other, to lve for the DIvme and not for the ego

(6-6-33)
Consecraton of the Vatal

Q. What is vital consecrat10n? How does one make this consecrat10n
to the DIvme?

A It is to offer all the vital nature and its movements to the DIvme so that
1t may be purified and only the true movements m consonance with the
Divme Will may be the-re and all ego1stc desres and 1pulses
disappear. (10-6-33)

Dscplane

(1)
Q. What 1s discipline?
A To lve and act under control or accordmg to a standard of what is

right-not to allow the vital or the physical to do whatever they hke
and not to let the mmd run about according to 1ts fancy without truth
or order. Also to obey those who ought to be obeyed. (July, 1933)

(2)

Q How can one become master of oneself and keep self-disciplme?
A Observe yourself so that nothmg passes without [your] beg conscous

of it Do not allow yourself to be moved by the forces of nature with
out the mner consent. Obey the Mother's will always; let your consent
or refusal to the movements of the forces be mn consonance with her
Truth. (12-6-33)

The Vtal

Q. How is it that people say that the vital is not bad? Many bad desires
and impulses come from there.

A The vital is good when it is properly used--it is a necessary mstrument
for act1on. But ordinarly 1t 1s m 1ts lower action an mstrument of ego
and desll'e-that is why it has not to be mdulged, but rather put under
strong discipline. (15-6-33)

Attaining Mastery over the Vital Nature

Q

A

6

How can one become perfect master of the impulses and desires of the
vital nature?
Withdraw from them, do not yield io them,
Ject them as soon as they come.

41
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Keepng the Conscousness Pure

Q How am I to keep the consciousness pure, simple and lummom, '?
A. Reject all that is not that (13-6-33)

The Ego

Q. How can one get r1d of the ego?
A. You have to detect it wherever 1t comes mn and throw it out. (17-6-33)

Equalty

Q. What must I do m order to remam always calm, untouched and un
moved?

A. Try until you succeed

Slence

Q. \Vhat 1s "Silence'', and how can one keep it?
A. Silence 1s a state of the consciousness which comes of itself from above

when you open to the D1vme Consc10usness-you need not trouble
about that now A quiet mmd, receivmg thmgs and lookmg at them
without effervescence or haste, not 1ushng about or turnmg up random
ideas, is what is necessary. (13-6-33)

Foot-fall

Night s hushed and the moon clmbs hgh and hgher,
Below the ocean spreads to the Infimte's gyre,
And earth m deep slumber awarts a call .
An unheard melody seizes upon its secret lyre.

Distant lights are eager earthward to fall,
Barners they break and new cadences mstall,
The waves unleashed m silence wander on,
In the blue of the spotless sky is shaped a dream. Clad all

In gold the moon to her apogean home 1s gone,
Towards stark gloom enchanted beams are thrown;
Down here a music nngs-a sweet foot-fall,
Earth awakes to lights that usher the perfect daw11

ROB! GUPTA
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MAN'S SOCIAL DESTINY
4

.Jugol Kishore

Earth-life appears to us to be a vast arena where individuals ::nd col
lectivities, communities and nations, all are seeking after self-express1on
and self-fulfilment. Self-possession, self-affirmation and self-expansion
constitute the three-fold urge of all living being.

But where is the guarantee that all these diverse self-affirmations will
move m perfect harmony and mutual adaptability? Where is the assur
ance that the self-affirmat10n of the individual will not go counter to the
self-affrmat1on of the collective bemg, and vice versa?

Rather, one meets the contrary phenomenon all around. We notice
clash, discord and disharmony reigning supreme everywhere. Individual
clashing with indrvdual, community colhdmg wth community, naton war
ring agamst nation-this is the spectacle hailmg our eyes.

But certainly this cannot be the ideal way of lvmng. Harmony, and
not disharmony and discord, should be the keynote of all life, whether m
d1vidual or collective But, till this day. man's attempts at harmomsat10n
have all miscarried and failed He has tried his hand at a number of re
mehes, but the disease seems to have defied all palliatives, up till now

In spite of hs great and elaborate mater1al crvlsaton man has not
travelled a whit towards unity with his fellow-bemgs Essentially he has
remaned the same uncultured aboriginal lurking stealthly mn darkness to
prey upon others m order to grow m hs own stature. Self-aggrandisement
at the expense of all others, this principle still holds its sway over the nature
of man Even m the limited field of his own personal life he has not suc
ceeded m estabhshmg homogeneity and harmony

But the question 1s, why? Why 1s all thus clash and colls1on and dis
harmony? What is the root-cause of this ignoble failure on the part of
man to organise hus mdrvdual and collective hfe on the bas1s of har
mony and union? If we really want to construct our society on an ideal
b::i<;is, we have to touch and tackle the problem at its very root Only to
manipulate on the surface without carmg to go into the fundamentals of the
problem-this is precisely the reason why man has till this date failed m
hi<; attempts to usher in a rule of the Spirit upon earth.

Man has persistently dreamt of a perfected drvne hfe upon earth, but
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a drvne hfe must embrace three dustnct perfections: a total self-findmg
and self-fulfilment of the mdrvdual mn himself, an mtegral flowerg of the
collective be111g, and the perfectly harmomous mutual relat10n between 111-

drvdual and mdrvdual, between society and society, and between md1v1
dual and society These three perfections are mn no way incompatible with
one another, rather they constitute one harmomous whole and are the na
tural corollaries of one sfngle attamment. We shall try to see what that
s111gle atta111ment is But before that let us exam111e whether these per
fectons are feasible, so long as man remams what he is now.

At present man conceives of hmselt as a separative ego, separated from
others, separated even from his own true and permanent self As a result,
he does not know m what consists his true fulfilment. Gropmg m the world,
he 1s tossed hither and thither by the impact of world-forces Varn of his
freewll, he 1s merely a tool m the hands of cosmic energies Has nature is too
complex In his apparent manfestaton he seems to be a multperson. He has
got a physical bemg, a hfe-bemng, a mental bemg, all seekmg for their sepa
rate fulfilments He is actuated by numberless forces, each of them strain
mg after its own separate satisfact10n The 111dividual feels himself lost
m thus medley of impulsions. To str1ke an accord between all these diver
gent pulls is a task too difficult for his m111d to execute. As a result, he
suffers from a constant sense of confusion, frustration and fret1on, and an
mnner dusharmony and disequulbrum

Throughout his long history man has tred m diverse ways to solve
this problem. The best of all his attempts is to govern the life with the en
lightened reason But life is not entirely rational, and human vital nature
and ego are too strong to be subordmated by a mental reason workmg "by
the mmd and on the mmd"

A11d this is not all Our surface existence is not the whole of our exist
ence It 1s only the summut of an 1ceberg the major port1on of which re
mams submerged ma vast and obscure subconscent, and thus hidden from
the outward view of man This subconscient is the field of all sorts of blmd
powerful impulses which surge up now and then on to the surface and
smash to pieces everythmg bright and golden erected there m the course of
long labour and preparaton So long as this subsconcient part of man's
nr\ture remams untackled and untransformed, the mdividual cannot be
made perfect and created m the image of God

The second peifechon, perfection of the collective being, re1nams short
of attainment, so long as the mdrvduals constituting 1t remamn imperfect
themselves For the collective bemg has to formulate and express itself
through the mdvduals mn order to become conscious, and the community
cannot be expected to be perfected except through the perfection of the m
d1vduals
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Let us now analyse the possibility of the third perfection: harmonious
mutual relaton between 1ndrvdual and indrvdual and between individual
and society. This too 1s bound to remain an unrealisable chimera until and
unless man transcends his present ego-centric nature For ego means sepa
rat1on, drvson and fragmentaton. 'The consciousness, knowledge and wall
of the egoistic individual remain divorced from the consc10usness,knowledge
and will of all other individuals, and as a result the minds, hearts, hves of
the constituting individuals in a human society cannot be perfectly and har
monuously accommodated Ego musses the truth of the whole and tries to
assert 1tself for the sake of its separate advantage Consequently lfe
d1scord, conflict and disharmony are bound to anse No amount of political,
social or other mechanical panaceas can solve this problern. The most
drastic changes attempted by them will come to naught, for the root-canker
of all ills, the ego, is left unscathed The individual continues still to be
governed by vital desires and pass1ons and moved by all sorts of ignorant
forces

Bemg thus baffled m hs efforts to square accounts between his own
individual self-affirmation and the self-affirmat10n of the collective being,
man has tr1ed desperation to cling to one of two extreme views In one
view, he has overemphasised the self-fulfilment of the mdrvdual But 1f
by individual self-fulfilment is meant the satisfaction of one's separative
ego, then dsunuty and discord are sure to crop up Being ignorant and
unaware of the truth of other 1div1duals, the mndrv1dual 1s bound to be
anarchic and to wound others' interests in order to aggrandise his own
blmded ego Thus he will destroy the foundation of collective livg al
together.

In the other extreme view, the society has been made all in all, the
communal ego has been elevated to the status of an uncompromismg master
at whose altar the ind1v1dual is forced to immolate hunself But rn this
way, neither the mdiv1dual nor the society stands to gain. For the collec
tive consc10usness is always less evolved than the consc10usness of the best
individuals forming it, and the collective being has to progress and move
onward only through the enlightened consciousness of 1ts mdrvduals So,
if the <;ociety tries to crush the md1v1dual, 1i only does so at the risk of the
drying up of its own hidden sprmgs of action It becomes mechanised and
all further evolutionary poss1bnlty recedes from 1t

In fact, we have to seek for the -;olut10n elsewhere. For we have seen
that the malady of the mndrvdual 1s that he has not found his true soul, his
drvme mdrvdualty Before any attempt at drvmne hfe can be taken m
hand, the ego has perforce to be dethroned from its elevated pedestal. But
it may be argued that 1f the ego 1s abolished, man will lose his individuality
a meme coup
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But precisely this is an erroneous way of seeing the reality. For, the
ego is not the mndivdual The true mdvdualty of man hes in hs psyche
being, hs dvine mdrvdualty, whch 1s preparing through hs evolution to
emerge m him, "its emergence and satisfaction and not the satisfaction of
the mere egoistic will-to-hve for the sake of one's lower members is the
true ohJect "

But smce the evolut10n is progressive, this true person does not at once
show himself m the outward nature of the individual. He is now, as it
were, the constitutional monarch and his deputy, the ego, is governmg the
nature of man But the first preoccupat10n of man should be to discover
this secret person and dwell m his consc10usness

But this is not enough For spmtualty hberates and llumes the
mner ranges of the being But so long as it has to work through the instru
mentality of mmd, it loses 1ts effectrvty and can only mfluence the outer
earth-life but not brmg about any radical transformat10n of life In order
to transform totally a nature created by Ignorance a higher mstrumental
dynams than Mmd 1s needed. Thus super1or dynamus we call Supermmnd
This 1s a higher Power of the Spm1t, wheh 1s bound to appear m the course
of earth-evoluton. For the terrestrial evolution 1s essentially an evolution
of Consc10usness-Force and the oestrus of evolut10n has not stopped with
the emergence of man, the mentdl ammal Life emerged m Matter: Mmd
has followed Life Bui Mmnd 1s not the highest power of the Spint and m
the mev1tabihty of thmgs Supermmd is sure to emerge m the future.

And wherem hes the essential difference between the nature of mmnd
and the nature of Supermnd? Mental nature is based on a consc10usness
of the fimte, whereas suprarnenial nature 1s a consc10usness and power of
the Infinite. Mmd thanks, sees, walls, feels senses wth divas1on as 1ts start
mg pomt, but "supramental nature sees everything from the standpoint
of oneness and regards all thmgs, even the greatest multplcty and diver
sty m the light of oneness Its will, idec,s, feelings, sense are made of
the stuff of oneness, 1ts act1on proceeds upon that bass "

Supermmd bemg a un1tar1an, mntegrahsmg and harmone consciousness,
the supramental bemg will succeed m founclmg all his hvmg on an mnate
sense and effective realsat1on of hamomc unity m his own mner and outer
hfe, or group life All bemgs would be to hun hrs own selves He will rea
lise himself to be a soul of the All-Soul, "a centre of differentiat10n of the
one personal Consc10usness, a centre of determination of the one total move
ment' The mdvdual wall then know that he 1s not only himself but also
all others, that the total universal movemen1 is one and mdivisible ,md He
who 1s pres1ding ove thus cosme Lala 1s also One and mndrvusable

Unity, mutuality and hanmony will then be the law of a common col
lectve hfe But fo that the collective hle need not be a white monotone
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There w1ll be mfimte vanation m the mamfestatrnn of each md1vidual be
ing. but smce each will be aware of the total truth of thmgs and bemgs and
of then mnner self who 1s at once the self of all, thus diversity wall not clash
with the mherent umty of the movement All problems of hvmg, ind1v1-
dual and collective, will then be defimhvely solved.

We conclude then that three movements are necessary for remedy
mng the 1lls of human hfe Firstly, each mdrvdual has to awake to hus secret
drvme mdrvdualty and make 1t the centre of hs lvmng; secondly, he has to
open himself to the nches of the Spirit above, thdly, he has to mvoke the
Supramental Gnos1s so that it can come down and transform his nature m
its absolute ent1rety For Supermmd alone has got the requisite power to
change human nature down to the subconscent and the inconsc1ent.

But tl11s may sound like a solut10n ideal but unrealisable For neither
of these endeavours is easy to undertake and fulfil even for the rare mdivi
clual. so how can we expect that the collectivity will either consent to or
persevere m thus attempt?

But the eye of v1s10n holds out the hope that man has reached a crucial
pomt m hrs evolut10nary march, where Supramental Gnos1s is m the near
future commg to emerge m the earth-nature The evolut10nary msus 1s
:-till workmg and Just as it has brought out successively Lafe and Mmd out
of the dim shell of Matter, so also 1t 1s gomng to release the Supermmd m
the near future The Supermud from above 1s ready to descend But,
for that, as a preparatory measure, a few ndrvduals should awake to this
divme poss1b1hty and convert then- body, heat and mmd mto a perfect
receptacle of this Truth-conscrnusness And once this descent 1s effected,
once the Supramental Power comes down m its pnstme punty €Ind force
and takes its stand m the nature of a few md1viduals, 1t will become opera
tve 1 the collective life also. And like some corrodmg acid, 1t will then
cut 1ts way through all obstacles and da1k 1es1slances of the present nature
of Ignorance, and establish its duvme reign here on thus earth. And in that
duvmne event hes man's true fulfilment as an mdiv1dual and as a race
Nanyo pantha vdyateayan@ya

(Based on Su Aurobmdo's Bengal essay, 'The Car of Jagannath)
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A DRAMA

Dilip Kumar Hoy
EPILOGUE

PADMINI
(foldng her hands)

I marvelled, Mother' For your great love-lyric
Redeemed my pam with Joy and made my senses
Outgrow then hmutations so completely
That, world-oblivious, I moved with you
Around the magnet focus of Sr L Krishna'
Your every throb's translated m my heart-throb
Albeit 1n mme own human rhythm and measure
I breathed and laughed and sang and wept with you
In an mexplicable umson1

0 Maid and Minstrel of the Lo1d I Your story
Shall live for ever as a hallowed saga
To mspire the native devotees of love
Who long for Krshna and, withal, stull doubt
The power of their longmg to adventure
In a realm so alien. We, feckless creatures,
Are born to vac1llat10n we cry for strength
And courage that can dare to stake our all
For the noblest summut of Hus miracle love
And yet hark back to the familiar call
Of the plams we are invited to forswear.
Our mmds are lured by what our hearts d1sclann
And our hearts are pledged to what our mmds hold suspect!
Our fauth 1s strangely called to lonely peaks
Our mtellect mocks and, mockng, feel unhappy
In its dim pen of half-hghts1 We are torn
From the dawn of Time between a love that dares
And doubt thai hesitates. We long and long
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For stars that glitter m a far-off vault,
Too far to be real to our aspirations
And yet near neighbours to our certitude
Sung by a mystic oracle called the soul,
\Ve strive in vain to see with reason's candle'
A house divided 'trembles and yet stands
For aeons the assaults of storms and floods and earthquakes!
Beauty beckons from far nameless plateaus
We would indwell, yet dare not call our home'
The past clings to us hke an mvisible leech
Which sucks the life-blood from our aspirat10n
For a future which, withal, is born of the past!
In such dilemmas only dramas like yours,
Enacted on the darklng stage of life,
Can goad us to the Unattainable
With the high mdom1table spur of faith,
We know we can and should claim as our birth-right,
Yet dare not hope for even as a boon 1

So I would bow to you m gratitude
That you have thrlled me with your hfe's romance
Of love that weaned you from the roots you cherished
To lead your heart aloft to the peak of bliss
Whose name is Krishna I would only ask you
Two quest1ons:

When you won to Him, oh why
DId you not merge m Hmm, the Timeless Rapture?
And wherefore, from His starland of fulfilment,
Did you elect to come to me, a mortal,
Who was as far from you as dusk from dawn,
Who never even dreamed that you could be
What you do seem: a light ethereal
And fragile lke the star-bloom and, withal,
A gleam that even the rollmg seas of Time
Failed to extmguush! Why did you, Compass1on,
Come down to me who could not even dare
To dream of Mira as a km of humans?

MIRA
Child, I wll tell you all you need to know,
But clamour not for what but titillates
Mere idle curiosity. True knowledge
Is not mere mformat10n nor hearsay.
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So I must leave unanswered ycur two questions
Till you are ripe for more than you are now.
Suffice it that I won from Hmm, my Lord,
One boon: to live and move and breathe in Him
And yet retam my name and form which wooed
And loved Him while on earth I was embodied
As Mara, the beggar Princess, who aspired
To the status of His slave and yet became
A darling of Hus heart through His compass1on.
He granted me, m Grace, my heart's petition
And empowered me to help His devotees
Like you who would serve Hirn as His ardent slaves
And tend the flames He kindled m their souls,
So by ther beneficent lustre the gloom
Might for a while on earth find some relef
Till comes a time when pain shall be no more
A deep necessity in lfe's ascension
Toward the heights it craves yet quails to dare,

(she smiles)
Yet undertake we must the great adventure
That seems to us so dubious and yet
Unchallengeable as the evidence
Of cosmic worlds unfoldmg in space and time.
But a truce to futile words.

PADINI
But, Mother, I ask you:

Why must all sages, with one voice, condemn
Words which 1llummne deep tecrestr1al darkness?

MIRA
You have not grasped my emphasis, dear child.
No true sage frowns on words when they can help
Even as fireflies ghmmermg in the gloom
Around us. How could they when they have all
Used sound as ladder to the peaks of silence?
Nought is ever sanctioned by the Diplomat
But can be made to serve Hs end divine.
All agents are His messengers on earth:
So why not words which do fulfil a purpose
If rightly viewed and used? But mmd, alas,
Too sure of its proud reason's feeble rushlght,
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Fails constantly to exploit what Krishna gives
And so these anklets are changed into shackles.
A deep enrichment of 1llum1nation
Can come, mdeed, through words as it has come
To you already. You have heard the story
Of how love, even when blmd and ignorant,
Attains through aspirat10n to true knowledge.
But what you need to acquire now can no more
Accrue to you through words. You must aspire
Henceforth to love and light beyond the ken
Of even the holiest mantras. Only silent
One-pointedness can wm the delivering strength
So you may grow mto what you were sent
To become in this your life of mystic hunger
For Him, who, deathless m the death of thmgs,
Is mamfesting through His endless play
An immemorial and yet ever-renewed
Rhythm of love and light through pam and night.
To stimulate your loft1est asprat1on,
I come today even as I came to you
In your past births, drawn by an ancient kinship
With your soul because- you, too, are a devotee
Of the One I sought to adore and serve and love.

PADMINI
But the Night is starless. Clouds are menacing.
A storm is brewing. The world 1s pmg, prone,
The bravest spirits are crying m despair
The radiant love that shone once through your anguish
Looks like a legend today Terrestrial life
Gropes waylost, wan, a prey to strife and hate.
Time seems now hostile even to His name.
How can a life like mme dispel the darkness?
A glow-worm can, alas, but stipple the shadows,
Nor a rain-drop make the desert laugh with blooms
I doubt not but that Krishna 1s and wall
Pilot the loyal boats launched by brave faith:
But how can a few barks winnng to his Harbour
Save millions who are lost in atheist storms,
Their rudders of faith in Krishna and His power
To kindle love's pole-s1.ar in an inky sky
While here, below, Brmdaban is no more?
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MIRA
The outer hamlet which still bears the name
Or Brindaban may be no more. But His
Love that hallowed once 'the Eternal City
And ·kmdled the moon of beauty mn pam's dusk,
Still makes of every heart His holy tryst.
For He still answers wth Hus marvel Presence
Wherever His Love's deep play at hide and seek
Goes on and the spell shall work to the end of Time,
Till every heart becomes a Radha-heart
Reborn as Mara who wll, m new forms,
Incarnate m each soul that will refuse
To be quelled by gloom, defeat, despair or death.
To foster fauth m thus swaft-flowering love
He sends His heralds and gardeners-now declared,
Now mcognto all serve Him, among whom
I am but one-a ray of His vast Orb,
A dynams of His Will, a blessmg of bliss,
Ancient and ever-young, known as Sn Radha

MIRA smales and then cotes dreamily:

The Light of lights-the Everliving Radha
Who sprang from out the core of Knshna's gleammg
Grace that fashioned a Bemg who is one
With Hmm and yet an entity unique
Whom He has moulded with His Love's quintessence:
His Guest and Hostess, song and smgmg v01ce;
His nest and sky; His anklet, flute and crown;
His crystal core and, withal, an outer mrror
Glassmg His tenderness, a sleepless mmstrel
Chantmg His glory; a praymg tongue He made
To savour timelessly His own love's sap!
Yea, such 1s Radha immanent m Shyam
Everlastingly and yet distmnet from Him
As light from heat and billows from the deep,
Sponsormg all hearts who aspire to Him
Born endlessly m every hymn of love
Yet cannot end because love's theme is endless.

PADMINI bows to MIRA who sings a song on Rasa eternal:
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Oh, hark to His hauntmg Flutelet enchanting
Our souls like clouds pervadmg all'

The strams entrance . our hearts are adance
And the eyes ram tears as they call and call!

The earth is new with the heave and hue
And rose-buds bloom and honey-bees hum,

And hope, still young, now breaks into song
In chorus wth sprmgtude: "Come, Love, come!"

At this point PADMINI wakes from her samadh when MIRA
vanishes She opens her eyes and sees ASIT who is singing the same song.

Moonbeams attend and the breezes bend
The tremulous gleams on the ripples to kiss:

The bulbuls trill m the bowers, athrll
Hauling the Lord of beauty and blss.

The mght is ashine with stars hyalme
And the moon with her mystic laughter of sheen:

The damsels, m love, lo! run to His grove
Where dances the Swam-the umque Evergreen!

PADMINI
But you are singing in unison with Her!

ASIT
(smales)

But can one sing of Hmm and not sing with Her?

THE END

CORRECTION

In the July issue the first three speeches m The Beggar Princess should read:

FIRST WOMAN But you mustn't say such thmgs again, Sarama.
SECOND WOMAN You are priceless, Sarala1 Now you laugh and the next

moment start chudmng us for having amused you!
FIRST WOMAN· But I can't help laughmg even when I am tickled the wrong

way One is born human though one has, I suppose, to outgrow one's lrm1tat10ns
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KENA UPANISHAD

By SRI AUROBINDO

(Sri Arobindo Ashram, Pondcherry, Rs. 2-8.)

REVIEW BY T. V. KAPALI SASTRY

The Isl-iopamshad with Translat10n and Commentary appeared serially
m the Aryc.: and was later revised and enlarged for publication years ago.
It has now run to several editions, whle the Kenopan1shad whch also with
Translat10n and Commentary followed the Ishopamshad serially (June
1915July 1916) in the same Phlosopheal Renew is now for the first time
published after the passmg away of the Master. This Upamshad second
in order, not chronological, but m the traditional list of the Major Upa
mshads, belongs to the Talavakara Brahmana (talavakara means musician),
otherwise known as Jaimm1ya Brahmana of the Sama Vedms and is the
ninth chapter of that Book as stated by Shankara m the introduct10n to his
Commentary on this Upamshad When we find the first word of this Upa
nishad to be its title, we are remmded of the Vedic tradition (current even
today) of referring to a Rig Vedic Sukta by mentioning the opening word
of the text, such as 'agnm le' hymn Thus way of mentoning a hymn or a
text is Veda-old, avoids an otherwise ponderous and descriptive title, briefly
and unmistakably facilitates reference, and thus serves the purpose. And
this method Sri Aurobmdo adopted m the olden days m naming some of his
letters, such as the 'Percmg of the vel'.

It is necessary, at the outset, to state m brief the salient features of the
,Master's characteristic approach to the study of the Upamshads. It is a gene
ral noton in the West that has gamed currency m India among the educated
moderns, that the Upamshads are the metaphysical speculat10ns of certain
bold thinkers who turned away from the Vedic creed of rituals and Nature
worship and arrived at philosophical conclusions about the Whence of Crea
tion and the goal of life through arduous thmkings m their solitary forest
abodes. This modern view is a gratuitous conjecture of an alien tempera
ment and is, indeed, foreign to the spirit and tenor of these sacred texts and
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opposed to the ages-old tradition and internal evidence of these Books of
Wisdom. It is an erroneous notion to entertam that these Scriptures are
the results of revolt, rebel children of the parent region of a semu-civilised
past. They are not the flowers of Reason, or products of speculative labour
which, denuded of the euphemistic robe, are ma straight-forward plam lan
guage the bold conjectures of the fantastic or the fabrications of the in
trovert-ideas that have no relation whatever to facts that can be observed,
of truths that can be verified.

The sages of the Upanishads have certaly drawn their inspiration and
succour from the fountain sprmgs of the Vedas while engaged m developmg
their self-cutlure for the realisation of the ultmate Truth, for conforming
their lives to the laws of the Spirit, for the attamment of Brahmanhood
here while living on Earth. The fndmgs of then explorations in the realm
of the Spirit and mn the fields of the inner life-the occult and the spiritual
gains-are often implicitly, yet in authentic tones expressed in a language
that is more intelligible to the mentality of our age and fairly far removed
from that of the hymns of the Rig Veda. But they are, in the words of the
Master, "the creation of a revelatory and mntuutve mmd and its illumined
experience." "Nor are they a revolut10nary departure from the Vedic mind
and its temperament and fundamental ideas, but a continuation and deve
lopment and to a certain extent an enlargmng transformation in the sense of
bringing out into open expression all that was held covered in the symbolic
Vedic speech as a mystery and a secret "

This background settled, the Upamshads reveal themselves as vehicles
of illumination to the seekers who had, broadly speakmg, a processed under
standing of the general spirit of the Vedic and Vedantie sages and even some
personal experience of the truths which are the bases of their structure.
Hence they are appropriately styled 'Manuals of Sadhana' in which the
ideas are implicit, rarely explicit The reasonmg that supports the conclusive
statements is suggested by the express1011s employed and not expressly com
municated to the reasoning mind The seeker, the hearer, was expected to
proceed from Knowledge to Knowledge, venfymg by experience and con
firming his intuutons or thought-visions of the truths and not treatmg his
ideas to the light of the logical reason and submttmng to intellectual judg
ment.

This Commentary on the Kena Upamshad, then, takes up the ideas,
elucidates them m their completeness, draws attention to the suggestions
and thus bings to light the reasoning that is always implicit. The subject
matter of the Upamshad, as indeed of the Upamshads m general, is Brahma
Vdya, the Knowledge of Brahman. But they vary mn their standpoints,
start from different positions, proceed along the lines chosen to lead to the
object of then· seekmg: the winmng of the Immortal state, the arrival at the
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undymng Laght, the attainment of the supreme purpose of Lafe, the Eternal.
But thus text, unlke the Isha Upan1shad wh1ch concerns 1tself with the
whole problem of world and life and knowledge and works and all the funda
mental problems of Existence, confines itself to a- restncted question, a limit
ed and narrow but precise enqmry, not straying outside the limits of the
problem it has set before itself. The problem of the World-existence is not
taken mto considerat10n at all, the material world and the physical life
are taken for granted; and it straightly puts the questions· what is the men
tal life that uses the senses? what are these mental instruments? are they
the supreme and final power, the last witnesses or is there anything superior
to them and more real and abdmg that directs the activities of the eye and
ear and speech and life-breath and mmd itself? The Upanishad gives the
answer m the affirmative. We must note here that this Upanishad like
other earher texts keeps close to the Vede roots, reflects the ancient psycho
logical system of the Vedic sages and "preserves what may be called their
spiritual pragmatism" This 1s quute apparent m the very opening sentence:
'kema shatam, by whom mussoned?' 'lea @yuktah, by whom yoked?' The
Upanishad proceeds to expound the relation of the mmd-consc10usness to
the Brahman Consciousness by which, 1t says, the mind thinks, the eye sees,
the par hears, the voice speaks, the life-breath breathes, but which none of
these can reach or touch Thus it md1cates and descnbes what can not be
expressed or actually dPscnbed by the mind It affirms and indicates that
Brahman is the absolute of all our relatives from which all relatives derive
their values and thus m a way it is knowable and yet not utterly knowable,
for it is at the same time the Absolute Beyond which is utterly unknowable.

The Upamshad resolves the seeming contraditions in the two statements
that it is knowable and unknowable by the affirmation that it is a vaster
and profounder existence behind our surface selves, and is the puissant
Consc10usness of which mmd, hfe, sense and speech are only inferior modes,
imperfect figures and external instruments. The Commentary draws atten
tion to the significance of the words employed m the text, brings to the fore
front the subtle suggestions, elaborates the reasonings implied m the suc
cessive phrases and arrives at the established conclusions of the profound
yogic psychology-call it para-psychology-of this Upamshad. And what
we normally thmk as ourselves, mmd, lfe, sense, speech, m short, the
psychology of a mmnd that is mvolved m the bramn is shown to be the outer
frmge of man's existence which consISts in the eidolon of matter along with
the nervous energy and its image reproduced m the mmd-stuff. In the
manner that 1s distinctively his, Sri Aurobindo places before the reader
here the fact of spr1tual experience that we can always enter mto relat10n
with Brahman through these faculties-mind, sense, speech etc by tracmg
them to their source, as, these are the outer instruments of the respective
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aspects of the profound Reality, Brahman, that is behmd and directs the
mind, sense, speech etc. as their original truth, source and support. An
mstance can be given here to exemplify this fact, and the rest left to the
reader to find by delving into the pages of the book. In giving a rational
explanation of the phrases about Brahman as the 'Word behmd the speech'
and as 'That which remains unexpressed by the word, that by which the
word is expressed,' the Master looks at the question from two poles, dis
cusses it threadbare and concludes: 'Thus we see the theory of Creation
by the Word which is the absolute express1on of the Truth, and the theory
of the mater1al creation by sound-vbration m the ether correspond and are
two logical poles of the same idea' (P. 39).

It 1s to be noted that the Upam1shad starts with a negative statement,
'Not ths which men follow after here', in order to direct the seeker to amm
at the discovery of the vaster Truth of whch the ordinary human exstence
is a trifle, a frail figure, not unreal but incomplete.

Thus in the first two of the four sections of the Upamshad, we find that
its instruction rests basically on the affirmation of three states of Existence,
the first bemg the human, our mortal; the second, the Brahman-Conscious
ness which is the absolute of our relatives, yet knowable m a way as related
to all this duality as its Lord and the third the utter Unknowable Beyond.
And because of this relation to what we are, ii is possible to realise some
thung of Him, of the supreme 'Truth of our existence and the scripture closes
the second section with the emphatic statement "If here one comes to that
Knowledge, then one truly is; if here one comes not to the Knowledge, then
great 1s the perdition. The Wise distinguish That m all kinds of becommgs
and they pass forward from this world and become Immortal" (II 5)
The same idea of the necessity of qualifying for Immortality and possessing
the Brahmic Knowledge in life here is to be found m some of the other
authentic Upanishads e.g. Brihadaranyaka (IV.4 14), Katha (VI.4).
, In the third section the Upanishad proceeds to pomt out the means of
piercing the veil to enable the subject-consciousness of man to enter mto
the Master-consciousness of the Lord. This it does by a striking apologue.
-It is the famous parable of the Gods-Agni, Vayu and Indra-who approach
the Yaksha, the Daemon, but fail to impress their prowess on him and return
bewildered While Indra, the highest of the Gods, the Lord of the lumm
ous mind and Light approaches, the Yaksha disappears and there m the
empyrean heights of the void ether, akasha. appears Uma, Daughter of the
Snowy Summits who reveals to him the truth of the Yaksha that it is Brah
man. To appreciate the significance of this story it is necessary to have an
adequate idea of the Gods of the Upamshads who are the same as those of
the Rig Veda except in one important respect. The Vedic Gods are the
Cosmic Powers of the One, and are conscious of their original source and
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true 1dentity and the all-powerful One, the Supreme Lord, Brahman. Also
m their lesser and lower movements they manifest themselves in man in
the form of human faculties and assume the mould of c0smic operations in
Nature. The Gods of the Upanishads are not conscious of their source,
their identity with Brahman, but they retam the lesser aspect and are m
deed psychological powers includmg the human faculty of speech, sense,
mmd and the rest. They are as in the Rig Veda, the Powers that 'affirm
the Good, the Light, the Joy and Beauty, the Strength and Mastery.' And
when they win the eternal battle with the adverse forces, the Asuras that
deny, they thmk that theirs is the victory won and do not realise that it is
the Brahman that stands behmd them and conquers for them. Hence
the challenge of the Daemon, the Yaksha, hurled at the three main Powers,
the Gods of the triple world Agni is the heat and flame of the consc10us
force m Matter that builds the universe and makes hfe and mind possible
on the plane of the mater1al world m whch he 1s the greatest Denty, the
impeller of speech of which Vayu is the medium and Indra the Lord. He
accepts the challenge, but is baulked of his attempt to aim his power at the
Daemon as the latter 1s no Burth of the mater1al cosmos 'Then Vayu, the
Lord of the mud-ar, the hfe-prmncple who mfimutely expands in the mother
element Akasha, returns baffled meetmg wath the same fate, smce the Dae
mon is no form or force of Cosmic Lafe of whch he 1s the greatest ruler and
God Then Indra the Power of the mmd arises and when he approaches
It vamshes because It cannot be seized by mmd and the sense. But Indra
does not turn back from the quest hke Agni and Vayu, but moves onward
to the sublime ether of the pure mentality and there Uma, the Para Shakti
appears, from her he learns that the Yaksha, the Daemon, is Brahman by
whom alone the Gods of mmnd, hfe and body-Indra, Vayu and Agni-con
quer and affirm themselves and who at once is the source and true centre
and focus of their greatness.

Uma, the Daughter of Snowy Summits is the Para Praknti, the
Supreme Nature, the highest Power of the Ultimate Truth, the Supreme
Consciousness of Brahman It 1s from her the whole cosmic action takes
its birth, from her the Gods must learn their own truth, for she has the
necessary knowledge and consciousness of the One above the lower nature
of md, lfe and body, and, creatr1x of the Gods, she meditates between the
One above and beyond, and Gods and men here in the lower creation. The
import, the lesson, then of the story of the Gods is that all the life-activities
and senses and mmd, the funchonings of the Cosmic Powers m man must
learn to surrender consciously to their One true master-consciousness leav
ing behmd the wrong and false not10n of mdependence and self-will and
self-ordering which 1s an egoism of hfe and mmnd and body.

We may note that the name Uma for the Supreme Nature, Mahashakti,
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is used for the first time in this Upanishad; it is a solitary instance of an
early Vedantic scripture mentionrng Shakti m the ethereal summits above
the Gods and we do not find it in any other major Upanishad. The Puranas
and Tantras have familiarised us with the truth about Uma, as the Shakti,
the malenable Power of Shiva.

In the closing passages of the Upanishad, the means of attammg the
knowledge of Brahman here on earth, and the wmning of the immortal
status after departure is indicated. But the lines are really obscure. this
is partly due to extreme brevity, and also due to the mtent10n m these texts
that the seeker has to learn the secret orally from the teacher or learn it
from him in silence. The lines in IV 4-5 are supposed to lead the seeker
to meditate by reflection on the Nature of Brahman and achieve the end
by repeated practice. Sri Aurobindo explains the passage 'As is this flash
of lightning upon us, or as is this falling of the eye-lid, so in that which is of
the Gods' and the one that follows in the characteristic way that We aSS0
c1ate with hum, "In the Gods the transfiguration 1s effected by the Super
conscient itself vis1ting their substance and opening their vsion with 1ts
flashes until it has transformed them; but the mind is capable of another
act10n ... The mind continually remembers that into which it has entered.
On this the Self through the mmd seizes and repeatedly dwells and so doing
it 1s finally caught up into 1t and at last able to dwell securely in that trans
cendenee." Is Transcendence and salvation of the mndrvdual, the ultimate
goal the Upanishad sets for the seeker? Sn Aurobindo recognises the em
phasis in the Upanishads steadily increasing on the individual's reject1on
of the lower cosmic life. This note increases in them as, time goes on. But
it does not exst in the earher Vedc revelation where indrv1dual salvation
is regarded as a means towards a great Cosmic victory. Fortunately the
Kena Upamshad suggests the door of escape from over-emphasis m its own
statement. "The name of That is 'That Delight', and as That Delight one
should follow after it. He who knows That, towards him verily all exist
ence.'! yearn" (IV.6). On this verse, the Master's remarks are noteworthy:
"Here is the clue that we need. The connect10n with the universe is pre
served for the one reason which supremely justifies that connect10n; :t must
subsist not from the desire of personal earthly joy as with those who are
still bound but for help to all creatures. Two then are the objects of the
high-reaching soul, to attain the Supreme and to be for ever for the good
of all the world even as Brahman Himself; whether here or elsewhere, does
not essentially matter, still where the struggle 1s thckest...."

Before closmg, attention may be drawn to an obvious irregularity m
the text itself in IV.2. It is cur10us how it has escaped, or was overlooked
and explained away by the ancient commentators for centuries before Sn
Aurobindo. On this the discerning mind of the classical savant remarks
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in a footnote: "By some mistake of early memorisers or later copyists
the rest of the verse has become hopelessly corrupted. It runs, 'They he
first came to know that it was the Brahman', which is neither fact nor sense
nor grammar. The close of the third verse has crept into and replaced the
origmal close of the second. " (P. 12).

In explaining the recondite psychology of the spmrtual consciousness
Sr1 Aurobndo uses four terms, Vgnana, Prajnana, Sangnana and Agnana
and gives their connotations. He takes them from early Brahmana Upa
mshads whose sigmficances are forgotten in classical Sanskrit. These words
are all printed in 1talcs mn the text with correct diacritical marks. But on
page 66, the diacritical mark on the first a in ayana to show that it 1s long
ought not to have been omitted. AJnana with the short a as it is prmted
becomes the privative of Jnana, meaning the absence of Knowledge, while
the mtended long a in the word lets it connote the 'operation by which cons
ciousness dwells on an image of thmgs so as to govern and possess 1t in
power.'
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SHAKESPEARE : THE MAN AND HIS WORK

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar

Contnued from prevous ssue

Students of Shakespeare owe a great debt to the many critics and
scholars of our generation,-and even the least important, the most cranky,
and the forbddmngly dry-as-dust among them have freely contributed to the
struggle between truth and falsehood, out of which steadily, if also very
slowly, the clear light of sanity is emergmg at last. Knowledge comes, but
wisdom lingers; subtlety is often alled to perversity, and traditional1sm 1s
sometimes but a synonym for mulish obstinacy. There are occasions when
men see, and still refuse to recogmse what they see, and hence they canter
blmdfolded across the clear stream of the obvous to land on the bleak rocks
of puzzlement and frustrat10n that are ranged her on her on the other side.
It 1s mn thus context of Shakespear1an scholarship and er1tcIsm as 1t nQw con
fronts us-a phenomenon rich, variegated, vivac10us and tantalizing in the
extreme-that the work of scholars like Peter Alexander should be judged
He s as hard-headed a scholar, as pertinacious a researcher, as fearless a
fighter as any; but there are no frozen credits m hmm, hs heart and mmd
are in the right place, he is fanatically on the side of the angels, and above
all, he doesn't allow the itch for novelty or or1gmalty to derail or sidetrack
him. His new edit1on of the Complete Shakespeare, lately issued in a
beautiful format by Collins, is the fruit of over 25 years of almost continu
ous labourmg in the Shakespear1an vineyard The 16-page Introduction
is a sunny piece of wrtmg, but at the same time it is a miracle of condensa
tion as well, giving a pomted version of A Shakespeare Primer, which m its
turn liberally draws upon the earlier Shakespeare's Life and Art,-and so
we go back to Alexander's first considerable work, Shakespeare's 'Henry
VI and 'Rchard III', w1th appeared in 1929 with an appreciative Introduc
t1on by A. W. Pollard. It is mterestmg to watch Alexander, first getting a
grip on a segment of the vast circumference of Shakespearian scholarship,
then steadily covering the whole area, and also purposefully pressing to
wards the centre with an unfaltermg sense of d1rect10n The Introduction,
the Prmner and its predecessor, Shakespeare's Life and Art, are hke three
concentre circles, each with its own sweep and amplitude, but all revolv-
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ing round the same centre.
Every generation, I suppose, needs a Primer peculiarly suited to its

own mental climate. Dowden's Primer was followed by Raleigh's volume
in the English Men of Letters Series, Dover Wilson's The Essential Shakes
peare came out 25 years later, in 1932; now, 20 more years after, comes
Alexander's A Shakespeare Primer, weighted by logic, learning and mature
wisdom. As I have stnven to show in the - foregomg pages, Alexander's
book constitutes, when vewed m the background of 20th century Shakes
pearian scholarship and cr1tcsm, a feat of gallant reintegration of the
Shakespeare Canon and rehabilitat10n of the Man Shakespeare. Alexand
der's Primer is, I venture to thmk, a book addressed, not only to the com
mon reader who will doubtless enjoy it and profit by it, but also to the
super-subtle savants, because it is they who often need re-education in
sanity and straght thmking. Lake Dowden and many others, Alexander
too divides Shakespeare's career as a dramatist into four per1ods, but the
headmgs disarm us at once· "From twenty to th1rty: 1584-1594"; ''From
tbty to thirty-five: 1594-1599°, "From thirty-five to forty-five: 1599-1608°;
and "From forty-five to fifty: 1609-1613°-the periods "come1ding with the
changes m the theatrical conditions m whch he worked" In the Prmer,
even more than m the earlier work, the biographical and critical perspec
tives are adroitly blended, and there is a self sufficiency about the book
which cannot be too highly praised. The originality and utter aptness of
the citat10ns from Proust, Tchehov, Henry James and Ralph Hodgson, and
the force of 'the parallelism drawn between Falstaff and Dido on the one
hand and the "vision" m Henry VIII and Dante's vs1on m the Paradso on
the other, are thmgs not easily forgotten. Often sentences with their bur
den of suggest10n start chams of mference which embrace the entire pro
vmce of aesthetic criticism, and more than once the sister-arts are summon
ed to elucidate knotty pomts m poetry and drama. Hamlet receives, as it
must, due notice, and Alexander's explanation of the emgma is rooted in
his shrewd understandmg of the intertwining contradictions in human na
ture. Why does Hamlet refram from kllng his uncle when he is kneeling
at prayer? "This is the central scene of the central act," writes Alexander
(in Shakespeare's Life and Art), "the very keystone of the action, that holds
together the fabnc of lhe play; and here Shakespeare has reduced almost
to visual terms the whole of Hamlet's problem" Hamlet's own excuse rs
merely the perversity of theology The real explanation must be sought
elsewhere·

"He refrains from stabbmg the defenceless wretch not from lack
of nerve-the story is full of hrs courage and hardihood-not because
he is naturally hesitant-this is the only action that ever gives him
pause-not from a determinaton to damn his victim's soul with his
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body-the ghost disposes of this pretence a few lines later-but be
cause he feels a compuncton that even his critics approve m the
actmg, though they may afterwards nusrepresent 1t grievously as does
Hamlet hrmself."1

A "Man m the Black" raised to trage heights, that 1s the real Hamlet;
and hs behavour towards Ophelia too has to be understood m terms of
"supererogatory love" which must needs express itself "with words of un
meant bitterness "? 'The Prmer 1s no doubt reared on sure logical founda
tons, but what makes 1t glow wth lfe 1s the er1tc's own "vgorous human
heartedness."

It is no doubt true that the critic's mam task 1s to interpret litera
ture in a genumely human spirit. On the other hand, 1t 1s foolish to ac
qme~ce m the idea, sometimes fanatically propagated, that literary apprec1a
ton and textual criticism are mutually exclusive, and that one is inferior
or superior to the other We needn't mtroduce a caste system among the
devotees of Shakespeare. The text determmnes the direction of aesthetic or
1magmative criticism, and sometimes one's mmaginatrve responses to a
character or a situation determine, however unconsciously, one's interpreta
hon of a lme, of a word. Critics like Dr. Johnson have carried on their
broad shoulders the double burden of textual and literary criticism, and mn
our own days Dover Wilson and Peter Alexander have demonstrated how
these two activities could be properly mtegrated. The aim of all editors is
to gve their readers a text as close as possible to the copy as finally revised
by Shakespeare himself. The problem is easily stated,-but when one re
members the condton m whch the Quartos and Folios have come down to
us, the vagaries of prmtmg and publishing m the Elizabethan Age, and the
Himalayas of conJectural emendation which editors have thrown up durmg
the past 300 years, one realises how very difficult mdeed the problem is.
A new editor, unless he readily surrenders to the itch for originality. will
be content with makmg only those changes-necessarily few-which seem
to be charged, as 1t were, with a self-evident authenticity. The "Globe"
edit1on has long been enjoymg the author1ty of a Vulgate; but the "trans
valuat10n of values" that has been witnessed durmg the last 40 years in
Shakespearian scholarship has also needed to be mtegrated with the texts
available to the common reader. This Peter Alexander has attempted to do
in Collms' "Tudor" Shakespeare-and editor and publisher are admirably
cast for their respective roles. Like most Scottish editors, Alexander too
1s cautious and conservative, and hs edrton accordingly doesn't imply any
volent break with the past. It 1s m the "Globe" tradition, but it has not
hesitated to benefit by the sure gamns of the last half-century The type is

1 A Shakespeare Primer, p 97
2 Shakespeare's Life and Art, pp 154-5.
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rather bigger than m smgle volume editions printed m double columns,
and that 1s a lot to be thankful for Besides the preliminary matter to the
First Folio, whch 1s here reproduced, there 1s also an appendix contammg
m type-facsimile 147 Imes from the manuscript of Sir Thomas More
wh1ch, as mentwned earlier, served as the basis for a study of Shakespeare's
handwritmg-to throw light on the problems which Shakespeare's first
prmters had had to face. There is, further, a very helpful glossary of about
25 pages Notw1thstandmg the Jund jacket (which, after all, can be thrown
away), the book 1s a sheer delight to handle, a truly meritorious instance of
post-war book-product1on.

To return to the text here there can be but very few things to cavil
at, 1hough many thmgs to praise I have only sampled it here and there,
and I have risen almost alw0ys with a sense of deep satisfact10n. Every
edition 1s venly a grand co-operative achievement; but, as Dover Wilson
pomts out, "the judgment of an editor must be held accountable for every
word and every comma of the text he prmts "1 The reference to commas
raises the question of punctuat10n. Alexander himself took "Shakespeare's
Punctuation" as the subject of his Annual Shakespeare Lecture of the
British Academy, delivered 111 1945 Evidently, Alexander was already at
work on-or at least thmnkmng mn terms of the new edition of Shakespeare.
In his lecture he lad down these guiding pmciples with regard to the
punctuat10n of Shakespeare's plays·

" . . one should focus all the evidence from intrinsic and trans
crptonal probablty, from the internal evidence of the document and
from the relevant evidence m documents of smmlar famly descent
Ths 1s 'to hear all the evidence continuously'."2

"Consider each passage mn the light of the document as a whole, and
...remember the habits of the man who punctuated it."3

After the late Alfred Thuselton, Alexander also elaborated the distmchon
between 'internal' and 'external' punctuation It is thus clear that
Alexander chdn't embark upon this enterprise of editing Shakespeare
either lght-heartedly or with madequate preparaton. ,

"Back to the Fol101" might very well have been Alexander's central
guudmg prme1ple whle edtmg Shakespeare. But Heminge and Condell,
for all then integrity and mdustry, didn't leave behmd them a wholly fault
less text. Later editors-Rowe, Theobald, Johnson, Capell, Malone, and
then successors--have done much to bnng the text closer to Shakespeare
but also, now and then, to take 1t further from Shakespeare than even the
First Folio. It 1s Just here that Alexander must have found "Back to the
Foho"" a salutary exhortation To take one or two mstances, Alexander

1 The Review of En;ius' Studies, January 1952, p 72
2 Shakespeae's Punctuation, p 9 3. Ibid, p 21
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prints the first 2 Imes of Macbeth as follows, as m the Folio.
1. Watch. When shall we three meet agam?

In thunder, lghtnmg, or m ram?
Kenneth Mmr too has followed the F'oho readmg m hrs recent edition in the
new Arden series, now commng out under the general editorship of Pro
fessor Una Elhs-Fermor. But Dover Wilson, reviewing Mmr's edition m
the Review of English Studies, deplores this harking back to the Folio. The
more usual reading 1s to omut the interrogation-mark after 'again' so that
the question would be when they should meet again,the thunder, light
ning and rain bemng always taken for granted. But Alexander might argue
that, merely because an emendat10n or change m the punctuat10n would
give a better meaning, we should not meddle with the Folio, so long as the
readmg, as it stands, conveys a rat10nal meanmg m the context. The
editor's job 1s to make Shakespeare mtelbgible, not to seek to improve upon
hmm. Lakewise, 1 the following passages, Alexander has reverted to the
earlier reading in preference to the more usual ones. This from 2 Henry
IV:

We see wh1ch way the stream of time doth run
And are enforc'd from our most quiet there
By the rough torrent of the occasion. (IV, 1, 70-72)

Here "most quiet there" replaces the words "most qmck sphere" found m
the other editions. Thus from Antony and Cleopatra:

Cleo You he, up to the hearing of the Gods.
But if there be nor ever were one such,
It's past the size of dreaming. (V, ii, 95-97)

The second line is printed m modern editions as "But 1f there be, or ever
were, one such ... " Surely, "1£ there (neither) be nor ever were one such"
is not less intelligible than "if there be, or ever were, one such". One more
instance, from The Merry Wives:

"I see what thou wert, if Fortune thy foe were, not Nature, thy friend."
(III, ii, 54-56)

The usual readmg is: "I see what thou wert, if Fortune thy foe were not,
Nature thy friend." 'The former means: "I see what thou wert if Fortune
(who is now your foe)-and not Nature-were your fnend".1

One of the happiest "restorations" m the Tudor Shakespeare 1s 1n
Othello. In the bedchamber scene, Othello tells Desdemona that Cass1o
"hath confess'd" "What, my lord?" asks Desdemona. Accordmg to the
First Folio, Othello answers: "That he hath us'd thee." But the Quarto
(1622) readmg 1s different: "That he hath-'uds death"-as 1f "Othello

1 I have greatly profited by reading in typescript Prof Alexander's article on
"Restoring Shakespeare' I understood that 1t was to appear in the forthcoming
volume of Shakespeare Survey. But although I read his article while in England,
I do not now recall bus very words mn the various contexts.
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were chocked and unable to utter the words". Furness, however, conti
nues: "But Desdemona's next question ("How? unlawfully?") shows
clearly, I think, that it is out of place here." On the contrary, Alexander
argues that parts of the origmnal speech have been distributed among the
Folio and the Quarto, and that the speech should really be:

"That he hath-ud's death!-us'd thee."
This not only completely chimes with the situation and Othello's mood, but
also meets Furness's objection.

One or two more cruxes, before I close. Here is Lady Macbeth's soli
loquy after reading Macbeth's letter:

Thou'dst have, great Glamis, that which cries
'Thus thou must do' if you have it;
And that which rather thou dost fear to do
Than wisest should be undone. (I, v, 19-22)

The Folio has no inverted commas; it was Pope who first inserted them,
but he· closed them at the end of the passage, as is done in the Cambridge
Shakespeare as well. Hanmer closed the inverted commas at the end of
"it" in 1 20, while Joseph Hunter closed at the end of "do". Apart from the
lneation, which is slightly different, Alexander's reading of 1. 20 is the same
as Hunter's. But how is the passage to be explained? I do not know how
Alexander would go about it, but I am rather fond myself of H. Hamill's
annotation. Lady Macbeth isn't balancing the crown of Scotland against
the disappearance of Duncan: one is involved in the other, and to Lady
Macbeth's clear VISion "the two are one." The earlier part of Lady Mac
beth's soliloquy is Euphuistc, and is rddled with antitheses. "It is there
fore both artistically and psychologically necessary", says Hamill, "that her
culminating remark should be antithetical. ... There is but one thing which
tells a man his duty. It is the voice of conscience. If he has a conscience
it will speak. In the opmion of Lady Macbeth, her husband would like to
be a man of conscience.

Thou'ldst have, great Glamis,
That which cries, 'Thus thou must do', if thou have it.

But, at the same time, the seeds of corruption have begun to mortify the
categoric imperative within him, and so he'd have the death of Duncan-

.. that which rather thou dost fear to do
Than wishest should be undone."1

I remember also another of Hamull's ingenuous elucidations. Malvolo
appears before Olivia, yellow-stockinged and cross-gartered, and the follow
ing conversation takes place (as m Alexander's edrt1on):

Ol. God comfort thee! Why dost thou smile so, and kiss thy
hand so oft?

1. Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. IV, Pant III, pp, 73-74
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Mar. How do you, Malvolo?
Mal. At your request? Yes, mghtmgales answer daws1

(III, iii, 31-34)
In the New Cambridge Shakespeare edition, Malvolo's speech is printed
thus

Malvolio-(d1sdainful)-At your request I Yes, nghtmgales an
ser daws.

The point at issue 1s whether Malvoho's words are addressed to Mana or
to Olivia. The stage direction "disdainful" and the interrogation mark in
Alexander's edit10n both imply that Malvolo, though piqued by what he
must have considered an unreasonable request on Olivia's part, consents to
give a reply to a social inferior hke Mar1a. Deighton's paraphrase brmgs
out the meaning clearly: "Yes, I wll, for mghtingales sometmes answer
the notes of jackdaws, and therefore, I may without loss of dignity answer
the quest10n of a mere servant hke Maria " But, after all, is this the cor
rect explanation? Malvolo is under the impress1on that Olivia, the
"Fortunate-Unhappy", had herself commended his s1mles, and as good as
commanded hmm to smile in her presence. When she now asks him, "Why
dost thou smile so ... ?" Malvolio's natural answer is, "At your request!"
Olivia 1s puzzled by the answer, and this Malvolo takes for maidenly blush
ing or confusion, and intending to help her out of her confus10n adds:
"Yes, mghtingales answer daws." Indeed, even a proverbial mourner like
the nightingale answers to the call of spring, indicated though 1t be only
by the appearance of the dark-featured daw; likewise even Olivia, given
to mourning the death of her brother, has responded to the call of Love,
although it has come only in the garb of a puritanical steward!1

But I must close. Alexander has sent me back to Shakespeare, and
having opened his edit1on I find it nnpossible to shut it. And Alexander
is a sure guide to the mulhverses of Shakespeare-of the Man and his
Work.

Concluded

1 Journal of the Bombay University, Vol. II , Part III, (November 1933), pp 14-15
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Rishabhchand

CHAPTER XII

THE PURIFICATION OF THE MIND

PART I

Many things are meant by the general term mnd. It 1s indiscrimi
nately used for the intellect, intelligence, reason, thought, understanding
etc and is even stretched to cover feelng and emotion. It 1s, therefore,
essential that 1t should be properly defined and classified, its various
functions described with prec1s1on and ther herarch1cal order clearly
indicated, 1f we are to embark upon the work of 1ts Yogic as dustingu1shed
from eth1cal purification. A certam amount of detailed knowledge of the
psychology of our nature is a geat help in the beginning of the spiritual
life and saves us many a stumble and bewilderment. When the mner light
dawns, we can dispense with the mental knowledge and know the whole
workmg of our nature by spm1tual vson and direct experience.

The Chitta or the Basic Consciousness

What 1s mind and how does 1t evolve? The term Antahkarana,
employed by most of the schools of Hindu philosophy, 1s wide enough to
comprehend all the pr111cipal subjec'tive developments of the instrumental
bemng of man in the Ignorance. It comprises, as we said m the last
chapter, chtta or the basic consciousness, manas or the sense-mind, buddhi
or the mtelhgence and ahankara or the ego-sense. Chtta 1s the primal
consciousness, the basic stuff of our instrumental bemng, as it evolves from
the maternal inconsc1ence. It 1s mostly subconscent and mechanical
111 !'ts act10n, which is of two k111ds: (1) passive and receptive, and (2)
active and formative. The ch1tta passively receives all impacts and im
pressions and "stores them mn an immense reserve of passive subconscient
memory on which the mind as an active memory can draw."* Even the

* "The Synthesis of Yoga"-Vol, IV-by Sn Aurobmndo.
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things which escape the attention of our mmd, but have been the object
of our outer senses, are snapshotted by the chitta. These unpressions
form a chaotic jumble in the chitta from which they surge up into our
surface consciousness, in waking and often in sleep, mn varous fantastc
combmations. This action of the chitta is automatic and unpredictable.
The active and formative part of the chtta is respon
sIble for most of the impulses and habits of our abo
riginal ammal nature and the automatic emotional react10ns, Chitta
Vrittis, which rise mn response to the outer stimuli. In plant life
the chutta 1s the source of the sensations of pleasure and pain, comfort
and discomfort, which have more a nervous than a feelmg value. In the
animal, a life-mind and a sense-mind evolve out of this primal chitta, and
the nervous-physical sensation of the plant life assumes a mental hue
and acquires a rudimentary mental value. And yet the mmd that has
developed m the animal is involved m the action of the senses and the
hungers and cravmg of the physical life-it cannot get beyond them
From this welter of the chitta, instincts come and impulses; by it are
formed the vital and physical habits of the animal, which are nothmg
better than crystallisat10ns of the samskaras or impressions of its past
evolution with certain characteristic evolutionary modifications. The chitta
1s an immense sea of amorphous or half-formed elements, out of which
develop the vanous faculties and functions of the evolving bemng

Manas or the Sense·Mind

In man the chitta develops the life-mnd and sense-mind to a much
greater extent than in the animal. 'The sense-mind throws out a thought
mind, a very elementary state of which we find in some of the advanced
species of anmmals; but mn the generality of men this thought-mmd 1s tied to
the sense-mind and can, with a greater precision, be called a sensational
thought-mind. This sensational thought-mmd works on the basis of the
data of the senses and cannot rise superior to them and move mn an ether
of unfettered thinkmng. Or, it works on the basis of the subjective react1ons
generated in the chtta by the outer impacts. But in either case, 1t 1s ab
solutely dependent upon the senses and limited to their reports. It is nothing
more than a slight improvement on the mmd of the animal-more elabora
tely and extensively active, but not very different in essence. Modern
scientific training on its practical and technological side gives a wide deve
lopment to this sensational thought-mind and is justified in pridmg itself
on th1s achievement, Minute and accurate observation by a disciplined use
of the senses and a construction of experimental hypotheses on the results
of such an observation are certainly an outstanding triumph of the empiri
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cal method of science, but, 1stead of being blinded by 1ts glamour, if we
try to assess it m the light of Yogic psychology, we shall find that it 1s the
triumph of only the sensat10nal thought-mind, which is tethered to the
senses, and attached to hfe.

The ordinary human mind 1s not a mind of reason and will-it is a
sense-mind. It 1s a crude organiser of sense experiences and of its own
reactions to the external contacts. At every step of its act10n, 1t 1s condi
tioned by the stored-up memories and assoc1atons m the chitta and the
defective and misleadmg data of the senses When 1t reasons, it does
nothing else than sway from one propos1t10n to another under the varying
goad of life's desires and preferences. Very often it does not reason at
all, it consents to the demands and dec1s10ns of the vital (prana) without
demur, and justifies them by a spec10us pretence of reasonmg. It is a
mmd which has not yet come to tself, not yet been able to disengage
itself from the teguments of its nether origin.

If man stopped at ths sense-mmnd, content with its extensive and
practical funetomg, whuch 1s so very conducive to mater1al well-being,
and not attempting to transcend it, he would remam a mere human-an1mal
being and falsify the high hopes cherished of hmm The lute of hs race
have, however, risen beyond 1t to the Intellect or the buddh and acquired
the capacity of movng, more or less freely, m the ether of thoughts un
trammelled by the senses and their material pursuits. This is a develop
ment, found at its hgh-water-mark, in the thmkers, scentafic or phloso
phical, mn whch thought, cleansed of the dross of the earth and with its
wings unfurled mn a larger air, flies high in search of truth. This thought
mind, m proportion as t emancipates itself from the yoke of the senses,
begins to seek knowledge for its own sake, and not necessarily or exclusive
ly for an 1mediate hfe-effectuation But it 1s m very rare cases, even among
the scientists and philosophers, that it can range freely and securely in its
native atmosphere and control and organise hfe from above, uninfluenced
by vital desires and attachments

Buddhi or the Intelligence

Descrbmg the buddhu, S11 Aurobindo says in The Synthesis of Yoga,
"Buddh is a construction of conscious being which quite exceeds its be
ginnings in the basic chutta, 1t is the intelligence wth 1ts power of know
ledge and will It 1s 1 its nature thought-power and will-power of the
Spirit turned into the lower form of a mental activity." There are three
steps of the act10n of the buddhi: (1) understanding, (2) reason and (3)
intelligence proper. The understand.mg is only a form of the thought-mind
which can be distinguished from the sense-mmd by a somewhat more
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developed thought-process. But it can hardly go beyond the data of the
sense-mind, the memories and associations of the subconscient mentality
and the reactions of the heart. It tries 111 its crude way to understand,
record and arrange what is transmitted to it-it 1s a trafficker in raw
percepts and concepts. In most men the action of the sense-mind is topped
by the mechanical working of this understandmg which constitutes their
chief distinction from the animals, and their claim to humanity.

The reason is the next higher step of the action of the buddhi. It
improves upon the first rough-and-ready arrangement of the percepts by
the understandmg, by means of a process of select10n, by analysis and syn
thesis and a more elaborate and precise ordering of the various mental
nervous react10ns and responses. Most of our cherished views and opmions,
our standards of criticism and Judgement, our aesthetic and ethical prin
ciples are turned out on this second layer of the thought-mmd, the mind
of reason. It has a will of its own which struggles with a partial or prob
lematical success to impose itself on the lower mentality. Though more
or less, like the understandmg, reason too has to abide by the lumtahons
of the sense experience, 1t has one advantage that, by analysis and synthesis
and a new ordering of sense data, 1t can arrive at defimte conceptions
and Judgements of things, mstead of remaimng satisfied, ac; does the under
standmng, wth the first 1press1ons and their perfunctory reduct1on to
inchoate thought forms. Thus mmd of reason 1s responsible for most of the
theoretical achievements of the scientific method mn different fields of
human knowledge. By a masterful mampulat10n of the reports of the
senses, and deduction from them of the general laws which govern the
operations of Nature, it has armed man wth great mater1al powers and
extended the horizons of his mental life The reason has two aspects:
pragmatic and idealistic. The pragmatic reason is bent upon hfe, the
wall in 1t 1s predominantly a wll to creation and formation in terms of
life-it drives straight towards concrete results Whatever knowledge
it gams by its logical process based upon the activity of the sense-mind,
it hastens to utilise for an nnprovement of the conditions of life. It 1s
sceptical about the validity, even the reality, of a knowledge that cannot
be easily or immediately harnessed to the objective ends of life. This
pragmatic reason has receiver! an immense development 111 the West and
is at once 1ts glory and danger. An exclusive reliance on 1t rs a great
hindrance to the development of the higher powers and potenhahhes of
the human mtelligence. The other aspect of the reason is idealistic, which,
depending on 1ts powers of comprehension, co-ordmnat1on and synthesis
rather than on analysis and differentiation, seeks to command a total or
synoptic view of life and Nature. Not satisfied with the surface appear
ances of things, and the dull bondage of the human mind to the objects
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of the senses, it seeks to discover the rationale and purpose of life and the
cardinal ideas that determme and direct the processes of things. But the
success 1t achieves in thus new orientation 1s qualified by 1ts characteristic
habit of discursive thinking.

The third step of the buddhi 1s the intelligence proper. It s an em1
nence of the human mind which, unless clouded by the lower impurities,
can reflect something of the higher truth of existence. It is a seeker of
Reality and a lover of Truth. It has the power to lft the human con
sc1ousness for a while out of the turmol of the vital desires and the help
less suffering of the body It has a wideness, a depth and a limpid tran
quillity which, at their best, can be an ideal condition for the attamment of
knowledge. A developed mtellgence turns naturally towards infinity and
1mmortality and 1s vbrant with intimations of our soul's freedom. But 1t
1s only a seeker of knowledge and not a possessor. It can perceive aspects
of Truth or a sum of several aspects, but never the whole Truth; for, the
mveterate dividmg tendency of the mmd vitiates all its attempts at env1sag
ing the ind1visible Infinite. Bes1des, usually, it leans more towards
knowledge than towards will and fails to express fully m hfe what tt
holds mvolate in its vs1on. Its exelusive intellectual penchant for know
ledge makes it often lo&e itself m the clouds and mdulge in tenuous
abstractions. It has also a facile tendency to mmprsen 1tself in 1ts own
ideas and speculations and refuse to break beyond them. Cured of these
drawbacks, the buddhi or the mtellgence can become our best means of
self-transcendence. It is, in fact, meant to be, as the Upanishads say, the
charioteer of the soul's journey to the Divine. It is the finest flower of
man's sattwic development and a stepping-stone to naishtraigunya or a
secure superiority to the knotted action of the three gunas. It is an inter
mediary between the Light of the Infinite and the hfe of the material world.

The Three Truths

Three things emerge from thus study of the hierarchical order of the
faculties of the mmd. (1) Each successive step of the evolutionary psycho
logy of the being 1s an ascent to a wider and clearer consc10usness and a
progressive freedom from subJechon to the lower determinism. The
evolution of the sense-mmnd from the clutter of the subconsc1ent chitta is
the evolution of a consciousness that begins to be aware of itself and of
its contacts with the world, and exercise its will, however rudimentarly
and blmdly, through its mstincts and desires. The emergence of the
buddhi or the intelligence, in its three successive stages, is a further evolu
ton of consciousness and will and a considerable release from its primal
mnvolut1on m the mechanical drive of Nature and 1ts subsequent subject1on
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to the sem,es and theff reactions and responses to the outer impacts,
VAhyasparsha. On the highest elevations of the buddhi, the consciousness
of man can stand almost secure from the compulsion of Nature and realise
its separateness. It can take the position of a witness and even of a gmde
in regard to many of the movements of Nature. 2) Each evolving gradation
contains m it the potentalty of the next higher The drowsy chutta
contams m it and releases the sense-mmd, which, as an mstrument of
the being, 1s more awake and alert and active. The sense-mind releases
an elementary thought-mmd, more sensational than reflective, and from
that in its turn, springs the buddhu with 1ts ascendmg scale of awareness
and will, its mcreasmg sense not only of detachment and freedom, but
also of a fartial control and mastery (3) The ascent of consciousness
towards freedom does not imply a reJect10n of the parts of Nature from
which it has risen, but a greater and greater development and enlighten
ment of them, a progressive mtegraton of them all mto an orgamc unity,
and their eventual sublimat10n mto somethmg beyond and yet sustammg
them, something, for the man1festat1on of which all their chequered growth
is but a long and purposeful preparaton. The chtta of the mdrvdual
being does not remam the same after it has released the sense-mind from
1tit tends to become more awake, more refined, more orderly and
cons1stent m 1ts action. It releases out of 1t the emotive mind and the
aesthetic, charactensed by a greater rhythm and refinement. The impulses
it then throws out are less and less blmd and chaotic, and its shapeless
hungers change mto more defined desires. When the sense-mmd releases
out of it the buddh1, it begms to be more and more regulated and enlighten
ed by the new emergent principle, which itself, mn 1ts turn, continues to
gam in rhythm and balance and lunp1dity of perception and will to
co-ordination One of the signal achievements of the buddh 1s the
mirrormg of the soul or the Self of man It pomts beyond itself It is
big with the supreme Principle of Knowledge and Will of which 1t 1s a
lower derivation.

The Double Movement

All ths shows that a double movement goes on mn each indrvdual
one helping the awakening and release of the central being and 1ts conscious
ness, and the other the development and purification of the nature In
terms of Sri Aurobmdo's philosophy, this double process can be described
as the awakenmg and liberat10n of the Purusha and the purificat10n and
liberation of PrakntI This double liberation is the mner sense and
Justification of the travail of the terrestrial life, and it would be sheer
sp1r1tual narrowness to ignore 1t. But 1s liberation the last word? A
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synthetic view of this double process leads one to conclude that not hbera
t1on, but a fulfilled perfection 1s the goal of lfe. Infinite perfectiblty 1s
the watchword of evolut10n. Liberat10n 1s only its first decisive step
towards perfection. The Purusha, liberated (not separated) from Prakrit1,
and Prakrit!, liberated from the shackles of her lower modes, unite in
Purushottama, the Supreme Being, whose creative Force is Supernature
All purificat10n m the Integral Yoga 1s, therefore, a preparation of nature
for its final transformat10n mto the Supernature. The graded emergence,
development and mtegrat10n of the various parts and faculties of human
nature confirm this perfechomst view of life; but it must be understood
that 1t 1s a drvine perfect1on that 1s meant and not merely an ethical one.

But the obscurity of human nature is great and the entanglement of
1ts parts, faculties and energies 1s well-nigh baffling. Evidently no ethical
or p1etaste tmkermg can be of any avaal, so far as the am of divine perfec
ton 1s concerned. The smmplste method of cavalier repress1on 1s fraught
with serious dangers and ends more often than not m a dismal devastation
of nature. The Integral Yoga, bemg a revolutionary mtensficat1on and
accelerat10n of the Yoga of Nature, and fully aware of the confused com
plexity it has to deal with, proceeds m the natural way of life itself, laying
hold of the motor sprmgs of the organic bemg, one after another, and
cleansing, purfymng, galvamsmg, 1llummmmng and mtegrating them for the
utmost perfecton m a harmomous working. It represses nothing, maims
nothing, cuts away nothing, but disentangles and qmckens all and puts
them m thenr rght dynamic relatons wth each other. Surely, no human
mmd, however, wide and acute it may be, can be the gmde and agent
of thus man1fold purification. The Integral Yoga, therefore, provdes for
the Grace and guidance of the Divine Mother for this superhuman work.

In the next issue we shall consider the process of punficahon of the
human mmd, preparatory to the final work of transformation.
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THE SOCIAL BASIS OF INDIAN CIVILISATION

Sisirkumar Mitra

In a deeper and truer sense, the culture of India is a way of life, in
tended to prepare man for a greater life. Both individual and collectivity
seek to achieve that aim through this culture. But each depends on the
other for its growth, the latter on the former more than the former on the
latter. Therefore m the social orders and institutions every facility was
given for man to develop and grow rn readiness for the ultimate end of hfe.
The collectivity also took effective forms in order that they might conduce
to the progress of the individual. And ths collectivity too had 1ts ultimate
end in the realisation of a perfect Society, a perfect State. But neither of
them could be a realty untl the individuals compnsmg them attained their
perfection. This 1s the mtrmsc truth of man's social existence whch is
destined to be 'the Lila of the greater self in humamty, a consc10us com
munal soul and body of Vrat, the universal Spirit' That is why the spr1
tual mind of Inpia regarded people m the mass as a hfe-body of Brahman
in the samasti, the collectivity, the collective Narayana, even as it regard
ed the indrvdual as Brahman mn the vyast, the separate Jiva, the mdrvdual
Narayana.

The story of India's political development begins with the smaller tern
toral units that originated in her dim past in the physical setting of the
country,-so important to its history. These early forms were created by
nature-by rivers, hills and forests. Each of these developed mnto ts own
political and social existence, its own distinctive ways of hfe, 1ts own cus
toms and manners, its own way of expressing its creative soul, but all owing
allegiance to, and inspired by, the common ideals of the country Much of
the progress of these umts was due to the comparative compactness of the
reg10ns and to the freedom they always had to follow their own line of deve
lopment,a freedom which was largely Nature's gift to them. It is the
marvellous achievements of these umts in the Heroic Age that formed the
bedrock of Inda's vast and unique crvilsaton, some aspects of whch are
bemg studied here mn their essential aim and intent1on.

The political character of these territories was that they were auto-

Mamly based on Sn Aurobmdo's writings.
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nomous bodies, ready when necessary to acknowledge a paramount autho
rity, a chakravarti-raga, who, m strict terms of Indian polity, 1s the servant
of the people, and the preserver of the Dharma. Monarchy was, no doubt,
an important political mshtuhon, but centralisation was not the aim. In all
Ind1an soc1al and polt1cal theor1es 1t 1s the mdvdual who 1s regarded as
the principal factor, because 1t 1s he who has the mt1atve and can take the
lcacl as p10neer and precursor. Som -0rder that he may grow and develop
to the best of his potentialities, and contribute to the enrichment of the cul
tural life of the country, freedom for him naturally becomes a thmg of the
frst importance. This is how m aneent Inda the mdrvdual character of
the smaller political unlts as well as of every single citizen played its part
in pushmg forward the general progress of the country Each such group
or unit was a free participant m the opulent life of the large whole of India,
havmg spiritual, cultural and political ideals which were fundamentally the
same for all the constituent groups. The central State m India emerged
out of this larger collective life both as a necessity and as a natural deve
lopment. The admm1strat10n of this State was strengthened, among other
factors, by representative assemblies for the deliberation of matters of com
mon concern to the whole empire And its growth was but a spontaneous
outcome of the governmg principle of the race· unity in diversity and diver
sity in unity.

The beginnings of the State in India may be traced to the Vedic times
when the unit of corporate existence startmng with the family (grha or
kulc) went on enlargmng itself through the village (grama), the clan (vis),
the people (jana) till 1t embraced the whole country (rashtra). More def
nutve forms emerged with the growth and expansion of the State idea, as
a result of which there arose the janapada, a larger region mhabite<l by a
community, which gradually developed mnto a janapadarapya, a terr1tonal
State and then into mahajanapadarajya, a larger territorial state, with the
central authority vested either in a kmng or ma popular assembly, the sabha
and the sarniti of tr<F- Vedic age, or both, the latter always, like the Dharma
in later times, limitmg the powers and prerogatives of the former. It was
this system which formed the framework and the mainspring of the mecha
msm of the State that evolved later m ancient India. And what 1s remark
able about 1t 1s that notwithstanding the changes made at different epochs
in the shape and character of these political structures, the prototype of the
smaller units mn the form of villages ever remamed the constant and vital
factor as the foundat10n for their growth and progress, a proof of the indivi
dualistic bent of India's political bemg. Will Durant, the emment American
tbmker and hstor1an, holds that the vllage community of ancient Ind1a is
the origin of all forms of self-government and democracy that have ever
been evolved· m various other parts of the world. Sir Charles Metcalfe,
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in his evidence before a Parliamentary Committee m 1832, stated that these
little village republics of India which saved India's culture and soul from
the disintegraimg f~rces of political revolution retained their full municipal
vigour even up to the eighteenth century untl they were swept away by
the onrush of British mmperialsm and over-centralsed administration

The essential idea in India's social thinking centres round the import
ance of the mdrvdual or the smaller umt m the development of the larger
collectve lfe. Theother feature that distinguushes it 1s 1ts system of grada
ton and hierarchy in the social and political order of corporate exrntence.
Individuals are not everyone of them the same. They belong by nature to
four fundamental types common to any human collectivity. The law
makers of ancient India had this grasp of the psychological make-up of man
in accordance wth whch they subduvded society mto interdependant and
cooperative groups for the general upkeep and progress of society as a
whole. At the base was the shudra, the undeveloped man, not yet fit for
the next higher degree' of the scale, not havmg any marked intellect or
creative power, capable only of unskilled labour and memal service; next
higher m the scale 1s the vaushya, the economic man, producer and wealth
getter, the merchant, the artisan and the cultivator: the kshatriya is the
next higher type, the man of power and action, ruler, warrior, leader, ad
mimstrator: the highest type 1s the brahman, the man of learnmg and
thought and knowledge

What made this system so effective and endurmng was its ordered grada
tion of man in conformity with his nature and capacity, the psychological
ideas that governed it, the ethical and spiritual contents that the thinkers
and builders of society poured mto those forms with a vew to their natural
efflorescence Indeed, their constant aim was to guude man so that he mught
grow intellectually, morally and spiritually. And society, as a system of
relations, was to them the necessary field for this growth. In his com
munity-life man must be provided with suitable opportunities to fulfil these
relations and serve society and m return derive from it the necessary help
for his own development which, whatever his caste, was to prepare him for
the supreme illumination of his consciousness, the highest ideal of brahman
hood, to whch man is destined in hs terrestrial evolution.

The place of man mn hs social life was determmed by his capacity, tem
perament and nature. Birth was the first test, heredity also counted. But
birth was not the sole determinants of caste. The powers of mind, heart
and soul were other determmants. Thus, there were kshatriya kings
who excelled in spiritual knowledge, and even wrote a number of the Upa
nishads. Visvamitra's attaining Brahmanhood is certainly not a solitary
instance. Besides, the system was elastic and adaptable, knowing no rigi
dity in its working for many centuries after its introduct10n m the Vedic
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age. Satyakama's example shows how broad and liberal it was in the age
of the Upamshads. The later ages of the Epics supply abundant evidences
of its elasticity. Marriages of prmces and men of birth and distmction with
women of an inferior status were frequent and their issues held respectable
position in society. Some were leaders and hero1c souls. Vashshta,
Narada, Vyasa, Kripa, Drona, Karna and many others of questionable
parentage were raised to the post1on of a brahman or a kshatr1ya for the
superior learning or valour. All this was m accord with the teachmg of
the Gita which says that it is not one's birth but one's action and spiritual
attainment that determine his varna (caste). It is this idea that guided
the social development of India m the past, and it proved its worth as a
cohesive force in the collective hfe for many centuries.

Then there are the four aims of hfe for whose harmomous pursmt and
fulfilment the soc1al organisation provded congenial opportunutes. The
first is kama, desire and enjoyment; the second, artha, material and eco
nomic resources, the thrd, dharma, the ethical conduct and right law of the
indivdual and social life; and lastly, moksha, spritual hberaton. Here
also the ancient Indian social thmkers showed their deep msight into human
nature when they discovered these fundamental motives of life and pres
cribe<l legitimate means for then fulfilment, stage by stage, up to the highest
which prepares for the ultimate liberation from darknesi;, mto light. The
highest aim, however, has always been an ascent and hberat10n mto higher
and hgher states m the world of the Sp1rt, whch have to be approached
through a disciplmed frmt10n of the essential mclnatons of man. Moksha
is here the crown of all endeavours as Brahmanhood 1s the crown of the
caste-order.

The four ashramas-stages of lfe-were another logical order provid
mg for the harmonious development, elevation and progress of the body,
mind, hfe and soul of man. The four natural periods mto which lfe was
divided were each a stage through which the cultural idea of living was
meant to be worked out. The first period was of brahmacharya, when
man was the student; the second was of grahastha, when he was the house
holder; the third, of vanaprastha, when he was the recluse or forest-dweller;
and the last was that of parvragaka, when he was the supersocal man. I
the sylvan retreats of the teachers who were often sages or realised souls,
the student used to have hs tramming m various arts and sciences, in the
four aims of life, all founded m the Vedic formulae of spiritual knowledge.
Here the real objective was an mner preparat10n of character and know
ledge. In later days educational activities shafted to cutes where more im
portance was given to instruct10n and trainrng of mtelligence. In the
second stage the householder made a practical use of the knowledge and
sought to fulfil the first three motives of life, which done, he would be ready
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for the third stage when he would retire to the forest m quest of the truth
of the Spirit. Free from any social obligations he would live his days m
devoted pursuit of the supreme object of life, giving his knowledge to the
young whom he would gather round him for its preservation. It was under
these great teachers that the youthful seekers of ancient India had their
training m the higher values of life. In the last stage, he would break
every remammg tie and wander over the world, all alone, with nothmg but
the Universal Spirit to commune with, makmg his soul ready for eternity.
This stage was not bmding on all, because few could reach it. The majority
never went beyond the first two stages, a fair number came up to the forest
stage. But the scheme was intended to serve and promote an integral
growth and development of human faculties towards their consummation
in the Spint. Here also all the stages converge towards the last and the
highest.

Thus order and gradation at the base of India's social structure has ever
been one of the most potent forces in her corporate life which remained
for more than four thousand years a source of strength and vitality to the
whole race, giving 1t whatever secu1ty 1t needed for peace and progress.
Ths 1s indeed an outstanding phenomenon for all time, certainly without a
parallel in the whole history of mankmd, this social organism so enduring
1n 1ts vtalty, so eficent m 1ts working, so rich in 1ts results. And all th1s
because 1t was based on principles fundamental to the nature of man, and,
m particular, to the pecuhar genus of the people; self-actmg from within,
1t hardly needed much of an external authority for control. Indian culture
is a natural growth of thus excellent soc1al idea mn whch State and Society
existed as components of the common pohty, cooperating for the all-round
well-heing of its constituent individuals and of the composite whole. The1r
mam concern was to see that every mdivdual had the fullest possible scope
for developing and utlsmg hs potentahties.

The principle that governed the workmg out of this idea was the
Dharma, alike of the kmg or the ruler and of the citizen or the individual.
The Dharma is the ideal rule of living as expounded by the ancient law
makers, which was enjoined as much upon the kmg, but with greater stnct
ness because of hs greater responsblty, as upon the people, whose lughest
well-bemg and progress lay mn the faithful discharge of the prescnbed obli
gatons of hfe. All through those glonous centuries of India's history when
she rose to splendid heights m every sphere of her soc1al, cultural and poli
t1cal lfe 1t was this Dharma that functioned as the shapmg and sustaining
force in the collective hfe of the race, and there were in every epoch
monarchs and leaders who were keenly conscious of_their posit1on as the
responsible keepers of the Dharma.

What was this Dharma? It was neither creed nor cult, as popularised
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by western scholars. Dharma is a relgous law of action demanded by
the deepest law of our nature. It is, accordmg to Sri Aurobindo, the right
law of funct10ning of our hfe m all its parts. It is fixed in its essence, but
develops m the consc10usness of man and evolves through stages. Indeed,
there are gradations of spiritual and ethical ascenson m the search for the
highest law of our nature. All men cannot follow in all things one com
mon and mvar1able rule. Each type of nature must therefore have its own
rule for its perfection At the same tune there must be some wise and
understandable standard of perfect10n and rulf' of life by followmg which,
in due relat10n to his own nature, the mdividual may nse towards the
greater law and the deeper truth of hs bemng, whch 1s universal. 'Th1s
was the Dharma, spec1al for the special person, stage of development, pur
suit of hfe or mdiv1dual field of act1on, but universal too m the broad lines
which all ought to pursue '

When the mdivdual performs hs duties to God, to hs family, country,
and the State in the right spmt and to the best of his ability, he may be
said to have lved the true 1deal of hs hfe: when the king provides the
citizen with the best possible opportunities for his growth and development
and looks to the observance of the Dharma by the citizens, he may be said
to have followed his own Dharma. 'The mdivdual, however, had, implicit
in his Dharma, an even greater ideal to realise. It was to strive for the
expansion of his mmd, heart and soul· of the mmd through the pursuit of
culture; of heart through the cultivat10n of kmdness, philanthropy and
sympathy; of the soul through the practice, m proport10n to his inner capa
cty, of the disciplines whose psychological processes and results are tested
and verified ones and are envisaged m the sadhanas of the various schools
of spiritual thought

These ideals lost much of their pristine force and greatness and became
merely intellectual, cut off from a livmg faith in them, when Indian civi
lsation grew in richness and complexity and the old straightness anc.l sim
plcity and the undefiled mtuutons of the old days gave place to the compl
cated maze of mmd-made 111terpretat10ns and reasoning. Society was an
chored to fixed ideas of religion. Birth, and not con
duct and capacity began to determine man's position in
society. The whole social system turned r1gd, ceased to be
healthy and vigorous, and when 111 the trail of foreign incursions, society
was threatened, its leaders w1th a view to preservmg its purity, as they then
conceived it, closely circumscribed and tightened it to the stiffness of a cast
iron frame. The soundest artery of hfe-givmg blood to the race began to
atrophy and sap it. Yet, thanks to the broader spirit at work in the coun
try, it still showed 1ts ass1mulatve power by absorbing large numbers of
foreigners, Greeks, Sakas and Hunas. But much more remarkable is the
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fact that, despite all drawbacks, India was able to achieve the great things
for which she stands famous in history. How? The only answer is, by the
dynamism of her innate spirituality.

It is then the spiritual aim of Indian culture that distinguishes it and
invests it with its unique character. And it is in the practice of rehg10n
that this aim is more marked and immediate. The mind of India seems to
have taken its first religious turn at almost the very dawn of her history.
To her ancient seers came the vs1on of the One Infinite who is beyond all
mental and physical appearances and yet who is immanent in them as soul,
nature and life; the eternal transcendant Divinity is universally present.
The thought of India has always regarded life as a movement of the Eternal
in time, of the Universal m the individual, of the Infinite in the finite, of
the Divine m man. Her seers declared that man can become not only cons
cious of the Eternal and the Infimte, but can live in the power of that
Consciousness and universalse, sp1ritualise, drvinuse himself by that Force.
They held that the aim of ma.,'s life was to grow by an inner and outer ex
perience till he could live 111 God, realise his Spirit, become divme in know
ledge, in wll and m the joy of hs bemg. 'Thus is the deeper intention, the
dominant motive of all the creative strivings of India, the truth, more mar
kedly, of all her relgous endeavours, the one universal credo of Ind1an
relig10n. This was the Ideal to be sought by all accordmg to the degree of
ther capacity, to be lved, to be made the governing idea of thought, hfe
and act1on. Its origin traces back to the Rugveda where the Rushi declares
that the One exists, the sages call It by various names.

The Indian religious mind never accepted the illogical idea of one path
to God for all. It worships many gods but it regards them not as separate
entities but as aspects of the One, any one of which is seized by the devotee
as the deity of his heart as that suits his temperament and capacity or an
swers to his soul's need. This unlimited freedom of worship that Indian
religion allows to its adherents is a striking proof of its breadth of outlook,
umversahty and tolerance It does not impose any fixed set of rules or
dogmas on its followers. It not only permits but encourages any mdividual
to follow his own l111e of spiritual development, respecting at the same time
the right of others to follow theirs. It is this cosmopolitan outlook of Indian
religion that accounts for the various sects, schools and communities that
have grown up withm its broad sphere.

But it is not a mere religious system. It embraces the whole life of
man, because rehg10n m India has always been a way of life by following
wh1ch one can grow towards a greater life, a perfection of wholeness com
posed of the perfect10n of every part of his being. It therefore embodies
along with its cults and rites, mythologies and philosophies, customs, laws
and mstitutions which form the fabric of family, social and collective lfe.
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But in 1ts present form, encrusted with various excrescences, the core and
pith of it, ever so deep, has gone deeper down, beyond the view or reach of
the common run, who are today far from its highest ideals. Nevertheless,
a day is coming when they wll be surprised with.the fact that not only
their own ultimate destiny but of mankind as a whole hes hidden there
the destiny of man becoming divine.

Spirituality is indeed the master-key of the Indian mind. The whole
range of its creation bears this impress. Its first sign 1s seen in the hgh
Vedic begmning. Then comes the profound spiritual stir of the Upanishads;
then the Heroic Age of the Epics when 'the Song Celestial' was sung. The
sweeping flood of Buddhism is the next swell of India's soul. Next come
the Puranic and Tantrik religions, reaffirming the ancient ideals. The high
waves of Vaishnavsm and Shaivism are thrown up by the South in res
ponse to the call of the Spirit, amongst whose inspired apostles were the
medieval mystics of an undying memory. The modern resurgence is most
ly spiritual in its origin and expressions. On every such occasion and in
every epoch this upsurge of the Spirit in man, his vision of its light, has
given a tremendous impetus to cultural, social and political endeavours
whose fruits are among the imperishable achievements of India. Swam1
Vivekananda says that every movement in India had behind it a new stir
of India's soul. That is why all her thought, poetry, art, polity, even mate
rial life, were illumined by the light of the Spirit, vibrated with the glow
of an ardent aspiration of the soul. And a spirituahty that inspired and
motived all these creations of the human mind could not certainly be a
world-negating doctrine. It was a dynamic creative force all through the
great epochs of Indian history. And there are enough signs of its existence
in the Indian mind even today, although, for various untoward conditions,
its expression is not as clear as 1t could have been, had India been less
cautious in her imitation of extraneous ideas and 1deals. Yet the efforts of
India's soul m the past are an indication and a promise of the far greater
glory that is waiting to burst upon her and the world around.



PROBABILITY IN MICROPHYSICS:

ITS IMPLICATIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

K. D. Sethna

1

Einstein brought about in 1905 a tremendous revolution in physics
when he dethroned Newton's concept of a umversal static space and a
time flowing unformly everywhere-an absolute space and an absolute
time in terms of which there could be a measurement of absolute motion.
The principle on whch this revolution was based may be stated as follows:
"None but observable factors-that is, factors definable by means of
phys1cal processes, factors distinguishable by experimental operations
can be considered to be in causal dependence." Einstein showed that scienti
fic apparatus, even 1f developed to the utmost perfection and given the
most favourable circumstances, could never measure Newton's absolutes
and he ruled that these absolutes, therefore, should never be invoked as
the cause of anything in physics.

Twenty-two years later, Heisenberg brought about another revolution
which struck scientists as stall more tremendous. He declared that the
very notion of causal dependence and relation, the very concept of
causality was about an "unobservable" which no physical processes, no
experimental operations by scientific apparatus could demonstrate!
Einstein's revolution was in the realm of macrophysics-the large-scale
world. Heisenberg's was the outcome of studying the small-scale sub
atom1c world-the realm of microphysics. The centre of study
was the electron, one of the ultimate constituents of the
atom of matter. An early picture of the atom, which
solved several problems, was that of Bohr: it took the atom
to be a tiny solar system in which the electrons revolved round a nucleus
of heavier particles In this picture, the electrons were said to be travelling
m definite orbits at a definite speed, and definite statements were made
concerning ther position and thear perods of rotation. But soon the solar
system conception broke down. A whole army of physicists, including
Bohr himself, worked for more than twelve years and proved that such
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statements could only be made in macrophys1cs: sub-ato1111c events were
shown to fall outside them. The relation of the electrons to the orbits of
rotation within the atom was so strange that the two magnitudes-posit10n
and veloc1ty*-could never be both stated accurately at the same time of
any mcrophysical body.

Heisenberg summed up this fact in what he called the "Uncertainty
Prmciple," known also as the "Principle of Indeterminacy." He said that
the more certain is our measurement of the electron's posit1on the more
uncertain our measurement of its velocity, and vce versa. When both
position and velocity are measured at the same time, there is always an
uncertainty or inaccuracy in either and the margm of uncertamty is in

variably a function of that small but positive number whch is termed
Planck's Constant (roughly ·000000000000000000000000006624). To illustrate
his principle with finality he suggested a simple crucial experiment which
would convince us that the electron's position and velocity could not
ever be observed at the same time with accuracy.

He declared that to observe anythmg we must illuminate 1t. To
observe the electron's position or its velocity we must throw on the electron
a beam of light. There 1s the well-known fact that nothing smaller than
the shortest wave-length of visible hght can be seen by human eyes.
Visible hght's shortest wave-length is of volet light, but the size of the
electron is even smaller. Beyond volet lght there is for us darkness.
This, however, cannot stop observation, for we can replace our eyes by a
photograph1c plate which is far more sensitive than they and which can
record the act10n of light too short-waved for us to see. But, as the wave
length gets shorter and shorter, the radiatwn becomes more and more
energetic. When we reach the wave-length which 1s so short that the
electron 1s not smaller than it-the wave-length of the "gamma rays"
given off by radium-and we are able to illuminate the electron and
observe it with the help of a photographic plate, we reach also such energy
that in illuminating the electron we administer to it a big push. Thus
when the radiation can make the electron visible, the electron's velocity
is disturbed. On the other hand, if we use light of the longest wave
length-red light-we have very poor energy in the beam and there is
no disturbance, but the poor energy leaves the mmute electron's position
extremely hazy: we are as if trying to measure with a yardstick graduated
to inches an object that is millions of times smaller than an inch. So,
when the velocity is untouched, the position remains vague, and when
the position might be clear the velocity is altered. There is no way to
arrive at an accurate measurement of both position and velocity at once.

* In physics the term "velocity" connotes direct1on as well as speed.
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'The cruc1al experiment to find whether the two magnitudes can co-exist
wth definiteness gves a negative result.

And, mmd you, this is not the result of any defect mn our measurg
instruments. It is the result of the very nature of thmgs-the nature of
the electron and of light. No matter what kmd of instruments we use,
the faalure is inevitable. The constitution of the universe 1s such that
scientific observation will never reveal to us an electron havmg a simul
taneous definite position and velocity any more than scientific observat10n
will reveal Newton's absolutes. To suppose such an electron 1s to suppose
something that has no connection with any mathematical formula we
actually use in physics. If physies 1s to be phys1es and not metaphysics,
the supposition is fundamentally unacceptable. All that we have simul
taneously are mdefimte, indeterminate, uncertain position and velocity.

Now, the principle of causalty, as the physicist uderstands 1t, may
be formulated, in the words of Ernst Zimmer, as follows· "When the
state of a 'system'that is, the position and velocity of all its parts-is
known at a given moment, together with the forces which are operative
in it and on it, the state at any other moment of time can be calculated."
But, if our system consists of electrons or other sub-atomic bodies,
Heisenberg's Uncertamty Principle immediately puts it beyond causality,
for the initial position and velocity of not one single electron can be
known. Heisenberg says: "If we state the law of causality in the form:
'If we know the present, we can calculate the future,' it is not the con
clusion but the premise which is false, for we can never know the present
completely in full detail." And he adds that, smce all experiments are
subject to the laws of microphyscs, which 1s the science dealing wth the
world's final constituents, the universal invahd1ty of the causal law 1s
proved as undeniably as the umverc;al invalidity of Newton's absolute
space, time and motion.

Lest it be thought that Heisenberg brings in complete irregularity
in the physical world, we should pomt out that such irregularity would
make physics quite impossible and that what he has done 1s only to re
place, as Zimmer puts 1t, the causal law by a law of a more general
character which allows us to predict from a state known to us with a
specific degree of uncertainty what will happen within specific limits m
the future. Instead of a strict calculus of certainty we have a strict
calculus of probablty.

If we like we may declare that the causal law does not consist merely
in our being able to predict correctly from given data but in everything
having an antecedent sufficiently accounting for its being such and such
and that the substitution of probability for certainty does not do away
with causal antecedents. Well, such causality is nothing else than the
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demand of the reason that a conclus1011 must have a premise. 'The cal
culus of probablty 1s 1tself a system of causal antecedents: given a
particular mathematical prenusc, a particular mathematical conclusion
must follow. S1mularly, a physical event cannot happen ea nahlo: 1t must
have a sufficient reason m the form of a particular antecedent which
provides the logical ground for it. Here is logical causality. Logical
causalty cannot be gamnsad and Heisenberg's Principle does not negate
it But logical causality does not reqmre that the world should be such
as to enable us to make certam or accurate predict10ns. It leaves room
not only for the probability calculus but also for the actual existence of
factors m the world which would make certain or accurate prediction
by us of physical events impossible. To take extreme examples, the
factor of human freewill or the factor of God's secret presence. Given
these factors, complete accuracy of prediction by us is out of the question:
inaccuracy logically follows and 1t reflects an element of the unpredict
able in physical events. Logical causality 1s complete here And if we
ask what logical causality there 1s for God's secret presence we can answer
that 1t 1s the ommpotence of an mfinte self-dependent Being. Similarly
we can name the logical causality of freewill by saymg that it is the
human soul, a spark of the Divme Bemg. Philosophers may argue whether
human freewill and God's mfimte existence are facts or else whether they
are compatible with each other, but we are not now concerned with this
problem. What we are concerned with 1s that Heisenberg's Prmciple
leaves the concept of causal antecedents in the logical sense untouched.
That 1s precisely hus meamng when he says that the premise and not the
conclusion is at fault in the statement: "If we know the present, we can
calculate the future." The conclusion follows by logical causality and,
provided the premise 1s accepted, 1t cannot be denied. To deny the pre
muse 1s not to negate log1cal causality. It 1s smmply to deny the confident
determism of class1cal phys1cs whch held that all the factors of the
physical world are knowable, m prmciple 1f not m practice, by physicists
and that ultrmately these factors are particles with simultaneous definite
posit10n and velocity and that therefore on the basis of the combined
knowledge of these two magnitudes accurate prediction can in principle
be made, prediction which would lay down the future with a cast-iron
physical fixity.

Science cannot do without logical causality, but the other kind-the
determimstic-is a matter of taste, of predisposition. It is not a necessity
for scientific thmkmg. Nor, we may add, has 1t any clear basis m macro
phys1cs as dustmguished from microphys1cs. There is a common error
that macrophysics has nothing mn 1t to throw doubt on determinism and
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that all macrophysical experiments confirm determinism. But Hans
Reichenbach has a very pertment passage on this point "It is not at all
true," he says, "that we ever find strict laws m nature. For all that we
observe, each time, is that a law has been approximately fulfilled; a hurled
stone, a flowing electrical current, a deflected ray of light, when exactly
measured, will never show the course prescribed by the mathematical
formula, but there will always be little deviations, so-called errors of
observation, which may be decreased by better experimental devices but
can never be fully elimmated. How far, however, such errors influence
the result of advance calculat10ns can never be told with certainty. It
can only be said that the errors will very probably occasion but a slight
disturbance-but that is already a stateme:mt contaming the concept of
probability. Thus the 1dea of probablty unavoidably enters the formu
lation of all laws of nature, if these laws are to be stated with complete
conceptual rigour."

Science tried to raise probability to certainty by two means. If we
pass to a large number of cases we change the low probability of the
single case into the high probability of average occurrence. Thus the
physicist, unable to say almost anything about the moton of one molecule
in a quantity of gas, could make pretty confident statements about the
average motion of millions of molecules. Another way of bettering
probability is to look for as many factors of mfluence as we can and take
them into account mn our forecast. Thus the astronomer, in order to
foretell a planet's post1on, considers not only the planet's own velocity
and the diameter of its own orbit round the sun but also the perturba
tions from the gravitational force exerted by neighbouring planets. But
science never succeeded m changmng probabhty into certainty. All it could
ach1eve was practical certainty. An irreducible element of probability
always remained and, philosophically, there was no ground for belief that
an unbounded improvement of precision could always be possible. To
quote Reichenbach agam: "At bottom we have here a question of a pro
perty of nature, 1t might well be that there 1s an absolute lmut, short of
certainty, to the increase of accuracy.- In that case 1t would be impossible,
eventually, to arrive at the makmg of certam predictions (or even pre
dictions of approximate certamty)."

So we may dsmuss the clamm, anywhere or at any time m science,
for an actually observed or observable operation of anythmg beyond very
high probability. Causality, as scientifically understood, has been nothing
more than a fond hope: no cons1derat1on on even macrophys1cal grounds
can scientifically be adduced agamst Heisenberg's conclus10n As a matter
of fact, what Heisenberg asserts is just what on the grounds of available
scientific evidence philosophical mvestigaton-in contrast to dogmatic
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scientific thought---feared might be the case.

2

We have now to mquire what sort of entity is the electron or any
other sub-atomuc unut which lacks simultaneous posit1on and velocity
and behaves according to probability instead of causality. The calculus
of probability employed by physics today is m terms of a wave-function
found by Schrodinger in 1926. At one time it was thought that the elec
tron is both a particle and a wave. Even experimental evidence appeared
to confirm this view. Prof. G. P. Thomson prepared a sheet of metal, cry
tallne m structure and one-millionth of an mch thick, and sent a stream
of electrons through it upon a photographic plate on the other side: the
pattern traced on the plate was of alternate bright and dark rmgs-a result
which only wave-motion had been credited wath producing, for the dark
bands would be made by the crest of one wave coinciding with the trough
of another, thereby cancellmg each other, while the bnght bands would
be due to the crests of two waves comcidmg. Here was evidence as reliable
as that obtained by photographing tracks, which could only be of particles,
in the devce known as Wilson's Cloud Chamber or by bombarding with
electrons a sheet of glass lightly powdered with zinc sulphide crystals and
provmg, by the sparks produced, the electrons to be like small bullets, like
tmy particles.

Physics was 1n a quandary. How could an electron be a particle m
some experiments and a wave or a "packet" of waves m others? It was
pomted out that a universal property of waves is to scatter through space.
Ehrenfest calculated that a packet of waves occupying the dimensions of a
proton would double its lmear dimensions in a ten-milhon-milhonth part of
a second, so that obviously such a system of waves would soon grow too
big to show the spatial properties of an elementary particle. Even 1f a pat
tern of waves could be formulated which would not rapidly scatter while
a smngle electron or proton was pursumg an undisturbed path, the waves
would scatter as soon as the particle mteracted with other matter: we have
direct exper1mental evidence of thus mn the photographed patterns produced
as if by wave-motion. Thus, if the waves represented. as Schrodinger had
originally conjectured, the electric charge of a proton or electron. how
would we account for the observational fact that this charge preserves itself
intact and the proton and electron mamtam their identity and there is not
the least scattermg?

Could 1t be that the wave-equation was merely a mathematical con
sh uction to correlate certain empirical observations in wluch particles
somehow seemed to act hke waves? The doubt was strengthened when it
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was clear that according to Schrodinger's wave-equation the wave of
every single electron needed the whole of three-dimensional space!, So two
electrons need a space of six dimensions, three a space of nine dimensions
and a small crowd of electrons a space of thousands of dimensions! Such
waves can best be regarded as not existing anywhere except in a mathe
matican's conceptual space wh1ch can be allowed any number of dimen
sions. All considerations prompted a purely mathematical view of the
waves.

Here two physicists, Born and Jordan, stepped forth and worked out
the wave-equation on a statistical basis. Today no physicist ascribes to any
act1on of actual physical vibrations the bright and dark rings photographi
cally produced as 1f by wave-motion. Thus de Broglie, himself the first
scientist to speak of matter-waves and start the train of thought which
ended in Schrodinger's equation, remarks at the end of his book Matter and
Light (page 256) that the waves have nothing except a symbolic character
and only appear to be physical reality and that after years of discussion
scientists have found it impossible to regard them as physical. Millikan
has the same thing to say on pages 267-69 of Electrons (+ and ), Protons,
Photons, Neutrons, Positrons and Cosmic Rays. Einstein and Infeld write
on pages 305 and 307 of The Evolution of Physics: "The waves provde
only the mathematical means of answering questions of a statistical nature .
. . . The only physical significance is that they enable us to answer sensible
statistical questions in the case of many particles as well as one." C Molle
and Ebbe Rasmussen in The World and the Atom (page 110) sum up suc
cmnctly the attitude of physicists towards the waves: "The waves are only
a convenient method for expressing how the electrons behave while passing
through a crystal, the different interference maxima (bright rmgs) being
merely the places which in such an experiment are struck by the electrons,
while the mimma (dark rings) are the places where no electrons occur."

In general terms we may state the statistical view thus: "The concen
tration or diffusion of the waves is proportional to the greater or less proba
bility of a particle being in a certam place. The concentration or diffusion
is not of any density of electric charge but of probability. Snnilarly, the
un1form spreading of the waves 1s not such a spreading of electric energy
but a umform distribution of the probability that the particle may be any
where. The waves are probability waves, an mstrument of calculation, a
symbolic representation of our knowledge. The reason why a symbolic
wave can appear to behave as if a physical entity is that, in all experiments
in which 1t so appears, large numbers of particles are involved, and what
we observe is a statistical distrbut1on. To take an elucidatory comparison
given by Dingle: we may assess the probability that a single individual will
be found at a particular place in a street. Let us suppose the probablty
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is greatest at the centre and falls off steadily away as we approach either
end. The probability distribution can then be represented graphically by
a wave curve but it will have no physical existence when only one mdivi
dual is in the street. If 10,000 individuals are there, however, the wave
wll be visibly displayed by their distribution, and, taken as a whole, may
be said to have a physical existence. Our knowledge by probability concern
ing the individual becomes by analogy from the crowd a physical charac
terstic of the man. But we must remember that the physical characteris
tic by analogy has only a statistical significance and is ultimately a
mathematical invention and there is no actual wave 'oui there'."

The explanation offered by Born and Jordan not only resolves the con
trad1ct1on between wave and particle but shows 1tself to be just what one
would expect on account of Heisenberg's Principle. If definite position
leaves velocity utterly mdefinite and vice versa, then m an experiment hke
Prof. Thomson's m which there 1s a crystallne seve with holes just b1g
enough to let one electron pass through each at a time and thus accurately
define its position we can never know anything as to where the electron
will strike the photographic plate since the speed and the direction
the two components of velocity-must become qmte mdefinite. Perforce
we have to do with probability derived from studymg the pattern formed
by aggregates of electrons fallmg on the plate The wave-equation des
cribes the pattern, but Heisenberg's Principle is the rationale of the
wave-equation and renders intelligible why it is an equation not about ac
tual waves but about probabilities of particles.

So what is "out there" is only the particle. However, let us not take
this statement too simply. Smee the laws of wave-mechanics relate funda
mentally to crowds and not individuals and since the elementary laws about
the particle cannot be formulated by specifying positions and velocities at
any instant in the simple manner of classical physics, we are left eternally
unable to descrbe as a precise happening in space and tume what a particle
does. The smgle particle, therefore, is not like the particle of classical
physics. Some scientists hold that there is no real difference so far as posi
tion and velocity are concerned and that the particle of modern physics is
always ma certain position and 1s movmg at a certain velocity but only our
knowledge of that position and velocity is not precise because any attempt
we make to measure them necessarily interferes with them. These scien
tsts would say that causality is really operative although we are confined
to the probability calculus. But the bulk of opm1on is agamst them: the
whole methodology of physics runs counter to their assumption. The basis
of modern physics-the rejection of what 1s "unobservable'' m very prine1
ple-will grve them no standing ground.
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What the basis of modern physics permits is best indicated by an ana
logy employed by Whittaker on page 145 of From Eucld to Eddington.
"Suppose," writes Whittaker, "that a child with a penny comes to an auto
matic machine which supplies chocolate when the penny is put in one slot,
and sweets when the penny is put in the other slot. Since he has only one
penny, he can get either chocolate or sweets, but not both; from the fact
that he can get ether at will , is he justified mn concluding that they are both
present in the machine? Not necessarily; for it is possible to imagine that
there is a kmd of paste in the machme which 1s converted mto chocolate
by hs insertmg the penny into one slot and into sweets by his, inserting the
penny into the other. If this latter explanation is correct, then it is pos
sible to imagine the machme fitted with a number of other slots, such that
by imertmg_the penny mto any one of them a confection is obtamed which
is intermediate m some proportion between chocolate and sweets. This is
analogous to the situation which exists in atomic physics. If we consider
one of the elementary entities we can have an accurate knowledge of its
position, combned with complete ignorance as to 1ts velocity, or we can
have an accurate knowledge of its velocity, combined with complete ignor
ance as to its position, or we can have a simultaneous partial knowledge of
both, but there is no justification for assuming that the entity is a particle
in the old sense, possessmg simultaneously an exact position and an exact
velocity. We have no right to postulate the existence of entities which lie
beyond the knowledge actually obtainable by observation, and which have
no part in the prediction of future events. Thus the classical concept of a
particle must be discarded: in its stead there has been introduced a new
fundamental element in the description of the external world, whch 1s
called a state."

On page 146 Whittaker has some further illuminating remarks to
make: "The method of theoretical physics is essentially to analyse a com
pheated situation mto an aggregate of elementary situations, each of whch
is governed by some simple law Thus in the ordinary Newtonian mecha
nics of a system of bodies the interactions of the bodies are analysed mto
forces between pairs of particles, and mdeed throughout classical theory
the ultimate elementary bodies ae generally conceived as particles, each
occupying a particular point of space at a particular moment, so that the
concepts by aid of which the resolution 1s effected are the concepts of space
and time. The great discovery of the present century has been that in ato
mic physics thus method of analyss is wrong: the blurring or imperfect
defin1ton, which has been described, simply expresses the fact that the true
elementary constituents of nature have not the properties characteristic of
Newtonian particles. There are events which extend over more than one
point of space and more than one mstant of time and which yet are ultmate
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events: that is, they cannot be analysed mto anythmg sunpler than them
selves. These are precisely the 'states' of quantum mechanics."

To distinguish the modern particle from the classical and invest it with
the meaning of the term "state", we may com the portmanteau word
"staticle" This particle is inherently devoid of factors which would allow
us to apply the law of causality to physical phenomena, and there 1s, withm
specified limits, an inherent indefiniteness in nature. The probability law
must be accepted as primary: it cannot be superseded by a mora funda
mental law of a deterministic kind. To quote Whittaker agam: "Kant
said, quite justly, that regularity in occurrence is a necessary presumption
of the science of physics. He supposed (erroneously) that these regular
ities must always be of the kmd that we meet with m molar (macroscopic)
physics, namely, that they must be determimstic as regards mdividual
events; but this 1s not so. The regularities on whch the science of phys1cs
is based are statistical regularities, and do not involve complete determin
ism."

3

Now the question is: How are we to understand statistical regularities,
how are we to conceive the probability calculus functioning? According to
thus calculus, when we are concerned with a large number of "statcles" the
indefinitenesses or unpredictable var1ations of mndivdual 'staticles" reduce
themselves to an average of uniformity so that what is a marked probability
for one "staticle" becomes nearly a certainty for millions and the general
indefinitenesses or unpredictable variations of individual "staticles" reduce
themselves to an average of unformty so that what is a marked probability
for one "staticle" becomes nearly a certainty for millions and the general
indefiniteness becomes imperceptible to the pomt nearly of non-existence.
The practical certainty that is the result is sought to be explained on the
analogy of the mathematics of coin-tossing. Provided the conditions of the
toss remain the same throughout, if we toss a com twice the odds are three
to one agamst it coming heads down both times; seven to eone, if we toss it
three times; fifteen to one, if four times; until, if we toss it a million times,
the odds against it being always heads becomes almost mconceivably great
and we shall have as good as equal chances of heads and tails. An average
of uniformity will be attained--the uncertain var1at1ons wall practically dis
appear by cancelling one another and also accurate prediction will be pos
sible. Similarly, predictions such as of eclipses are said to be correctly
made because, although the individual "staticles" composing the physi
cal bodies taking part in an eclipse have an unpredictable nature, a huge
crowd of these "staticles" are involved. In other words, large-scale pheno
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mena seem to be governed practically by causal laws smmply on account of
an enormous quantity m them of indefinite "staticles".

This description of uncertainty getting metamorphosed mto what seems
its very opposite is open to ser10us criticism. But before we criticise, it may
be mentioned that we are not ialkmg of "subJective" probability. The
abandonment of the causal law and the acceptance of indefimteness in
nature itself signify that the merely probable correctness of prophecies as
to nature is here not due just to human ignorance faulng to measure with
accuracy a causal operation. Probability is "objective," and statistical
regularities such as those of aggregates of electrons are a fundamental trend
in natural events. But the fact that a statistical regularity, for all its ap
parent certamty, remains nothing else than a matter of extremely high pro
bablity means that at any moment what is assuredly predicted may not
come to pass. Actually the million tosses of a com might all in success1on
give us heads! This is, always on the cards in a probability; calculation.
And it is so not because any outside forces might work on the situat10n.
No matter if the conditions of the toss are the same throughout, the unex
pected can happen. Probablty never rules out the unexpected. or 1s
there the least force in it to relegate the unexpected to some remote future
and prevent it from occurring the very next minute. If probablty by 1t
self were the law of the universe, there would be no explanation of the
large uniformities we observe in macrophysics. Automatically and without
needmng extraneous influence the predicted eclipses should on occasion show
sudden non-occurrences and even the sun should be seen as not rismg one
time or another during the long procession of the ages. Why is there such
marked regularity in nature? The probability calculus, as illustrated by
coin-tossmg, has no satisfying answer.

To explain the marked regularity in nature a comparison is also often
drawn between it and the data on which life-insurance companies proceed.
'The actuary is able to predict that so many people of a given age wall de
each year, though the death of any individual is unpredictable. From a
host of accidents a statistical law of probability emerges, by means of which
prediction is possible. But would the actuary's generalisations hold good
unless the individual deaths from road accidents, diseases and suicides,
however unpredictable, Were as a matter of fact somehow systematic? Is
it logical to expect regularity in the mass without postulating regularity in
detail? If we argue that human beings have freewill and that therefore
the unpredictableness of individual deaths is, in at least part, undemable
even though the actuary's general prediction 1s correct, we do not yet show
how the partially unpreditable events get systematised on the whole. In
forming a mass, individual events with some degree of unpred1ctableness
owing to freewill can only go on aggregating their degrees: there is no rea
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son for practical certamty of forecast to result. The overall regularity
must involve a process controlling the mndxv1duals. Thus logic is 1rrefrag
able--from human bemgs down to electrons. Of course, the phrase "pro
cess controlling the individuals" or the phrase "regularity in detail" does
not mean that every electron behaves altogether m the same manner, but
it does mean that the electron has a behaviour not independent of a
systematising and mtegratmg factor, for which the concept of probabilty,
as commonly advanced, has no place.

By analogy with neither coin-tossmg nor insurance-company procedure
can the probabilty calculus serve to provde a rationale for the marked
regularity mn nature. Must, then, the old causality come back-operating
secretly? Must we endorse the opinion of D. J. Struik: "Statistical
regularity 1s a result of causal relationships. No probability without
causality"? Well, the old causal law cannot be accepted-unless we wish
to negate the very prmciple on which modern physics 1s based. The nega
ton would not only brmg back the causal law but at the same tune shut
out both the confirmed contents of relativity theory and the proved findings
of quantum study. A return to class1cal physics 1s impossible: a specfic
indefiniteness at the bottom of thmgs has to be retained and also made to
cope with the practical definiteness we meet wth m the case of large aggre
gates of nature's fundamental constituents. But 1f the probability-concept
in its usual form will not do and the causal law is taboo, what is to be pos
tulated?

The only answer is that the probability-concept has to be infused with
a new meaning Into the imtial mdefimteness as well as mto the ultimate
regularity a common factor is to be read by whueh they get connected-a
strange £actor X workmg both m the details and m the ensemble and some
how controlling the vanations of the details so as to produce regularities in
the ensemble although mn the details there seems nothing to bring into be
ing any limitation. Smee probablty is the law of the entire universe, X
must be in operaton everywhere with its dual function-it must be the
smgle activity which by that dual function 1s responsible for our universe
proceeding as it does. In the absence of determmism no less than of other
logical alternatives on the purely physical level, X must be a free self
governing factoi·-an apparent randomness within a self-specified range,
which is yet systematic and mtegrative by its own uncompelled nature.
And this freedom unphes that the regularities, we observe are not then
selves something we can always count upon: at any time X may cease to
make predictability possible: the probability calculus is only our mathe
matical reading of 1ts general process-thus calculus cannot be a binding
law.

These are the terms to which modern physics will have to be reduced
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in the problem of probability Without them the old determimshc causal
law cannot be convincingly abandoned. Curious mdeed are the terms and
there may be a feelmg that it would be better for science if the freely self
governing factor X could be avoded, for X unmistakably suggests some
basic World-Will secretly deployed accordmg to its own conscious plan.
But, really, to accept this factor is nothing contrary to the temper of modern
physics. All that we have to ensure is that the principle of rejecting the
unobservable is not broken. That principle is upheld so long as no observ
able is denied The law of causality can be brought m only by denying the
essential unpredictableness of observable primary phenomena. What we
have done is just to supply the ground, the sufficient reason, for the ob
servables concerned bemg what they are. They are correlated without be
ing denied. Physics illegitimately becomes metaphysics when observables,
mstead of bemg explamed, are explained away. If, without denymg or
quibbling over them, we correlate them by a concept whose full significance
may not be compassed by scientific apparatus and may even mvolve a sort
of mystical content, we do not act the metaphys1c1an mn a manner which the
guiding prmciple of phys1es rules out-provded, of course, thus concept can
exclusively hold the field

There seems to be no sign of any other concept adequately
solving the difficulties we have raised. Thus qmte legitimately we
may say that modern physics suggests a umversal Intelligence hidden at
the very heart of thmgs, actmg elusively through all entities-obscurely in
mater1al forms and more overtly m organic nature and with a semu-revela
tion of itself m humanity.

The tracing of that universal Intelligence's elusive power through the
probability calculus illummates also the hints found of a mysterious pre
sence through the postulate of the "staticle" At once we realise the signi
ficance of the postulate. For, the elementary and primal body or event
which bafflingly extends over more than one point of space and over more
than one instant of time and thus escapes all final analysis by physical con
cepts of space-umt and hme-umt-what else can thus "staticle" wnth its 1n
herent indefiniteness and natural mdete1 mmacy be except a free transcend
ent Being's self-manifestation mn the terms of microphy1cs

A magic's process m a magical space,
An unintelligible miracle's depths
Whose source is lost m the Ineffable?
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